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ABSTRACT
This shart early, researcli ef.for_ was under.taken to strengthen the
sc.ietxtifiC hase for the Electrx3magnetie Wave Ener.gy Conversion (EWEC)
invention (U. S, Patent No.. 3,.760,257)... Sucla advanced researah, it-is
believed, could ultimately lead to Creation of a usafu], neW.family of
i high efficiency direct solar-electric.converters. Such converterswould exploit tlle w ll-kn _rn wave theory of light interacti g with
optically rough surfaces composed of tapered absorberL elements many
i_l wavelengths long,i,
'l_is initial theoretical research focussed on. the-EWEC absorber_,as tliey are an important cr.itieal element of the EWEC concept. The
i other critical element, the rectifier, is not dealt with in thisi
research.
[,
I; An extensive literature search revealed abundant published scien-tific evidence supporting the notion of electromagnetic waves inter-
acting with rough surfaces. The relevant researzh literature is
summarized for the first time.
The research plan was to first study known electromagnetic wave
absorbing structures found in Nature for clues of how one might later
design large area man-made radiant-electric converters. It lead to
studying, the electro-optics of insect dielectric antennae. Considerable
new theoretical insights were achieved into how these antennae probably
operate in the infrared 7-14_m range, though substantially more-.-
theoretical and experimental--must be done for the insight to be com-
plete.
EWEC theoretical models and relevant cases are concisely formulated
and Justified for metal and dielectric absorber materials. Finding the
electromagnetic field solutions to these models represents a major tech-
nical problem not yet solved. Their later solution will lead to new
insights into the technicalrequlrements for both rough surface "solar-
thermal absorbers ("Selective SurfaceS") and solar-electric converterS.
A rough estimate of losses in metal, solid, dielectric, and hollow
dielectric waveguides indicates future radlant-electric EWEC research
should aim toward dielectric materials for maximum conversion efficiency.
_le research also revealed the absorber bandwidth is a theoretical
limitation on radiant-electric eonver-sion-efficiency. Ideally, the_
absorbers'wavelength would be centered, on the irradiating spectrum and
have the same bandwith as. the irradiating wave.
The EUEC concept appears, to have a valid scientific basis, but
considerable more research..is_needed before it is thoroughly under-
stood, especially for the complex rm_domly pol........d, wlde-band,.pha.qe
i incoheren_ spectrum af the_ sun ..... SpecJ.f.l.crecommended re._oarch areas
r
I are identl fi(_d.
I
KEY WORDS: Solar, Solar-electrlc, Solar-thermal,
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2-1 Rough, conceptual sketch of new large-area 9
Electromagnetic Wave Energy Converter (EWEC)
absorber that might be created. _he surface
would,be rough. It would utilize the wave
properties of the,impinging radiation. ,_e
concept is principally aimed at solar._energy
but may also have useful Spin-offs for ._
microwave and infrared ranges.
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T)[_',q_cT_l!_Of 'J.'hePreS_nt Research (;rant is ]_mlted specifically to the
absorbers on a new. type of direct solar conver_ter. Befor.e treaLing the
de,tails, It is important to realize £his advanced energy r_search under- _
taken at the-University of Florida is embedded in the larger national
I Research and effort, and should have tllis
energy Dvelopment we perspec-
I rive succinctly in mind at the beginning. 1
I 1The National Energy Problem has been generally known for some years. The
<
i. United States, and other countries,_face serious energy/: crises as fossil
fuels are being rapidly depleted.
I!i Projections of five fold increases in total U.S. energy needs are
I
forecast for the year 2020 [83].
The early 1970's has seen a large number of energy alternatives
examined, many for the first time on a serious basis. The alternatives
examined by various groups and individuals have ranged from resfa_iy_ing
conventional energy, sources and systems, e.g. coal-electric, to the ad-
vanced systems, e.g. large-scale solar-electric systems spun off from
the Space Program.
Our only inexhaustible energy-alternative, solar energy, is present _
l_.experiencing renewed interest and is. in 1975, in toto, a rap__idgrowth
industry, particularly solar water heating and house heating. This
growth industry, for all practical purposes, started with the ]ate 1972
publication of a carefully conceived U. S. Solar Research and Develop-
it
ment pl,.n.n [82-] advanaed by tile N_qF/NASA Solar F,ner, gy Pone]. Thl.s Wn'_,
the fl.rst ealiel:ent ,_o]..ar R & |} i}:_m advancc, d for tl_O nat_oli_ I{, I,_l._:,;l].
efforts.prJ.or to 1922_havJ_tig 1,.argely beon uncoordinated lnb_._l's oF low;
by a few solar pton_eers. The.report's r¢:_:ommendacions are4_rnsanLly
being implemented by various U. S. prlva_O entcrOrise, i_ldu._;tr-y,gov-
ernment, (ERDA, NASA, at el), and uniVer,_it:ygroups. In each recent
year government funds allocated for solar energy related technology have
grown Significantly.
The Case For Terrestrial Solar-ElectriC Conversion was authoritatiw:ly
made in the NSF/NASA Solar _nergy Panel Work and Report. Briefly .......................
summarized: I
Total U. S. Ene__ Res_ources Used To Produce,Electric En.er_BX ]
in 1969 were about 13.9 x 1015 BTU out of a total of _
64 x 1015 BTU. Thus to produce electric energy we used
about 21.7 percent of our total energy resources. The
remainder was principally used.in heaj: related forms [83].
_. The Percentage of Ener_ Resources Needed To Produce Tile
Future Electric Energy_ required for the U. S. is
expected tO increase to about 55 percent by 20.20A.D.
[ 31
Meetin_ The Numerical Increase of electric energy needed
while also demanding a greater percentage of the nation's
energy be in.electrical ,form will place great stresses on:
A Our fossil fuel resources.
A The nation's utility companies -.. both investor- _
owned and government subsidized.
A The environment.
A Our. financial resources.
There is grave doubt we shall, in fact, be able to _.nstall
in time the enormous electric p_!ants required by simply
extending prior technology, A faltering of the breeder
reactor program, on which the.government is principal]y
depending to meet the mid 1980's inc=ease,..may be dl-
Sastroun Co-_lie _ountry unl.eag we I_ave nth0r bulk.en0_:g_
i: cspgl.Ona ,',iva I lab l e.
!
_ '!'j).__]: AXr.:I._vtAi/_ fio__j:9_r.._l)).ea;gY. w:l.tl_ln u. s. ContJ_0ntal ].:l.mt_s
In a year ex6eeds tlm present t,r_t_il aner.'gy reCtutted to.,
run the-coun_:ry by a factor of .more glmn 600 (a very
conserwigive e_timate), .On. a clear day-the sun'._ lutgusity__
at;.tl%_earth !s sur{ace. on an area normal to rile Sun's rays
iS about 1 KW/M 2. .'l_lereis.more tNan .az_ougl%solar_energy
available to. generatfi the nation's entire Olectric power,.
i'heproblem iS to _ind how to economically do it._ l_le..
Panel's report proposed R and D needed leading to possible ..
practical solutions to this national Rroblem, __
Centra__lvs:On-___Site_e-solargeneration of electric power was
examined. R and.D programs were recommended for botl_ areas.
Electric. power ge.nerated b.y either method.would _relieve
electric .utility companies and minimize use of precious
fossil fuels,
Centralized TerreStrial Solar-Electric Generation of bulk ......
power Was shown to be attainable with a relativelymodest R and D investment by the nation,
On-Site-solarlv generated electric power will. be p0ssib].e .in
many U.. S. areas where weather conditions are favorable,.
The energy conver.ter might be Solar cells, though this
present-art apprOach requires lowering their cost SeVeral
orders-of-magnitude yet before wideSpread_use of on-site
electric .power generat_ion is attained..
No Significant Pollution by-products or environmental
effluents are inherent to either, central or on-site
solar-electrlc generation -- a major advantage of
solar, energy utilization.
Cost Per KWH of central solar, generated electric 'power.is-
presently estimated, to be several times that of fossil
fuel eleCtriCity. R and D.is expected to decrease, the.
cost substantially. Also presen.t rising fossil, fuel
cOSt trend_ hasten the day when solan generated power
can be c0mpetitive with_conventional, electric power,
Known Most PromisinI[ M_thods of terrestrial _olar-el_ctric
_onversion for genera-ring bulk powe.r a_e.:
A Sola____r_Therfna____l.Met_hhodg_s,.principally using
large arcs thin films and "the gre@nhouse
effect:'" to nell:l eve high.telnper,'._turo-s rc_clUi;_d
for _,onveP, tlonal bo:il_,r - tu_b:l ne-g_mel_al:or
aystems,.
l)icect Conver:._:LOn .y:t__tiSo],._____aS..('_@.l=lsexposed t.o. the
sun :in i.arge aroas _lcilon)_ete.rs square l:,r
central plan_S,-- a few square ..m.q._.Or.sl,u:
bui]dl ngs).
A Solar ::TreeFar_ns i.n which the sun's Onergy-i,q
s_ored..a_ wood and later.burned :in a conven =
tional, electric power plant.
Many other significant.factS -- too ntnne-_..ousto relate-here --
bearing on the concepts of both central and on.-site solar-electric power
plan_is -- including the.difficult problem of energy storage -- also
em_r_ged in the_.Solar Energy Panel work and report [82]_
Direc___tConversion of the sun's energy to electricity has lOng-bean rec-.
ognized _by many r__esearchers as .a desirable_ dire.cgion to @roceed. A Simp_l_e........
i_ calculation reveals that were practical direct solar-electric converters
available on a large-scale, in_the U. S. alone a market p.otential of
many billions of dollars could be opened up. The large-scale arrival
of such converters would have enommously beneficial social and other
impacts and perm__itdirect ,w_ilization of our only source of energy in-
come -- the sun.
However, virtually all who have realistically _approached the prob-
: lem of creating practical high efficiency direct solar-electric convert-
ers have recognized the gr_at technical_difficulty of the problem--
Direct conversion of radiarLLenergy to electricity, is substantially more
technically sophisticated and less underst0od than conversion to heat....
energy forms, which facts partly account for why Such converters are
IIi J I.........................................]...................................
I
not yet.available on a lgr-g_-.scale_
If' Direct ,_olar _!lectni0 donvOl_s]c)__netl_nd_pr#,santly ar_. clas,_ifldd
:,_'Advand¢_.d' In n_ture, _Is i1_er(L,is i_o l_rOsdnt widespread Implementa-
tion of such metl_ods.
_ 'l_leprincipal present-art solar-electric eorrv_,rt_,ris the SilicoL_
solar cell, largely carried to its present state.Of development by the
U. S. Space Program. Such Solar-cells. are now characterized by high
_ c:ost and, at Best, a solar-to-.electric power conversion efficienCy,of -
I_i ]..5p.ercent [39] with a theore_icai maximum_.of about 24 percent. Solar
cell conversion efficienc__j_hasremained nearly static in the 13-15.
I_ percent range since about_f962..
A gosieal].,L New Direct ApproaCh appeared tO he needed for_convertlng
radlant energy to.uJeful electrical energy if significant]_y higher !
I convemsion efficiency was ever to be achieved along with the-attendant
beneficial social effects inherent in direct solar conversion. ..
Such a .new concept was first advanced by Bailey in._1968 while_
engaged in research, at Goddard SpaCe Flight Center. [4] [3]__ It is-c_111ed
the Electromagnetic Wave-Energy Conver_er. (EWEC) and WaS cited specifi-.
ca_lly in the 1972 Solar Energy Panel Report as an example for which
"research. into new methods.._f solar energg conversion, should_be
initiated"; but unfortunately this important and potentially significant
research did not get started on a serious basis, until the .present
grant. 1I
The EWEC converter concept :IsbrL_fly described in Chapter 2.
5
Ii Chapt c,r 2.
i'
'l'lI['_,I';WEC (,ONCI,,1I ' •,. SUFfMARIZED
A Summary of. (_lie Eleetromagnet:l.c .Wave Ene_:gy Converto,/: ,(EWEC) c(m_ei)t
iL
is made here because of...itsrelative newness to researchers _))I( oth_.rs.
Tlie details are in Bailey's publications El] [2] 13].
_, A Central Idea Of the new EWEC concept is to attempt, making use of the
I!'
I classical Wave _roperties-_f the electromagnetic "radiation impinging on.
_ the converter. The use of Wave properties of electromagnetic radiation
ri
I is well.,established in radio, radar, .antenna, and allied arts, princl.p_l-
L
_. ly for transmitting and receiving si__nals.
The theory that visible light is a wave phenotnenon .is at least as,
L old as the Dutch,physlcist, HUygens (1629-1895). Classical_wave theory
I' was thus well developed in optics and physics long before tl_emore recent
:_: quantum.appr0aches appeared. Every modern physics studBnt knoWs of...the
dual wave-particle nature of electromagnetic radiation; nevertheless, ....
it has been somewhat suz'prising -- and distressing -- to us tllroughout
this research to find many practicing technical people having philo--.-
8ophical difficulty accept±rig t_Lewave viewpo_int_especially as one
i
enters the infrared andl.yiSible =anges.
Since the physics of modern silicon solar cells -- which is now a
well established technology -- is based entirely on utilizing the qunntum
propertles of the _ncident r_diation, it is clear that any radiant energy
]We find .it helpful to ask such people, "Explain how an o_dtnar¥ antemla-
works using quaDtum theory." We freely confess our inability.tL" do so!
6
_onvt_rter .based oi_ utl]i_ing wayvc:prop_rt:l.e_is. in _harp contrast.to
_uch _11s -- both. in theory and physical embodiment,, it should riot,
_herofore, be surprising for thos_ familiar with conventional, solar cells
t_ at first experience some strangeness when dealing with the newer EWEC
i_, concepts.
I The idea of extending wave absorption techniqueS and embodiments
[ well-known in.the radio frequency region for signal absorption to the .......................
shorter Infrared and solar ranges for man-made useful power conversion
I: was first conceived by Bailey [3], as a lengthy literature and two
i patent searches have revealed. I Callahan's significant scientific
2
researches on wave Surface interactions on insect antennae later strong-
ly reinforced this concept, and, fortunately, the two became colleagues
via the present research grant.
Signal Vs Power Conversion of electromagnetic waves must first be
I distinguished before explaining the EWEC concept.
In radar, radio, and communications the principal function of the
receiving antenna is to convert the incident electromagnetic wave to a
useful__voltage which is then amplified and later heard (radio) or
seen (TV). Emphasis is on recovery of the _. The _ower conversion
iThese are summarized in Chap. 4.
2These are _ummarized in Chap. 5.
1
7
Ii
.1
offLc_.imcy of the antenna is of st_-.ondary :in_crcst.
In contrast, the _owe_ i.conVersjCm efficiency for an arbitrary
rad:[anL_e.ne_gy-clcctrlc c_onverter Ls defi_ed as :
Useful Out.put Power
n = Total Ra'diant Power ]mNj_})ging 011 Converter _..
The power conversion efficiency, q, iS of great itnportance _n radiant
I
. energy-electriC converters, since it directly determines the required
converter area-and hence the. cost for a given output power. It becomes
I
the absorp_iyity, _, when one_is dealing with radiant-thermal conversion.
The EWEC .C.o_v..e.rteris principally.intended for radiant-electric
.!
ii power conversion, though We. shall see it is also of great theoretical
interest and potential value •in radiant-thermal conversion.I.....
Ii
i, 2'
The -Electromagnetic Wave_ Ene__ Converter is shown _in Fig..2_i. In Fig. ._
2-1a the_ essential elements are seen to be an input radiant energy• source
having an e. field 15 propagating inta the converter. •The- converter
consists of absorber elements 16, rectifier 23, filter 24, and load•25
IHence-the reason one does not find figures for 'the efficiency of an
antenna' in antenna literature, There. one is concerned with the 'gain'
of a giVen antenna with•respect to a simple, dipole, but this is no____tt.
the same as the power•conversion.eff.iciency of the antenna being
investigated, Antennas are frequently operated under 'matchedimped-
ance' conditions at which point the antenna dellvers•its maximum power
output, with load power equal to, the power dissipated in the antenna..
Because of this _.practice of operating antennas 'matched,' it
is popularly but. erroneously thought their conversion efficiency,
cannot exceed 50 perce_t.. An elementary analysis of the Thevenin
equivalent circuit shows an___tennaarray ca_n_nexceed 50 percent
conversion efficiency. .........
2From U. S. Patent 3,760,257, Sept. 18, 1973.
r .....! I 1 I 1 I I ! I
FIG. 2-1 Rough c_ncep£ual sketch of new large-area Electromagnetic
Wave Energy Converter (EWEC) absorber that might be c=eated.
The surface would be rough. It _¢ou_d utilize the wave
properties of the impinging radiation. _le concept is
principally aimed at solar-energy but may also have useful
spin-offs for microwave and infrared ranges.
9
:into which _e desire t,._fufl-I)C pow,.r: to appoar. The olectri,:' field
l.nduco.,q (__.ul:rc_nts .[11 [:h_ pyralu_d or con_ sh;lped absorbor O].OlIqq'lll-.q I(_
res-u]tlng,.,In a vo.l. tage bel_ween thc_ two absoi-bor elements. It I_; _:_.m-
verted to a I)C pow.er.., by a rectifier.-filter arrange2Rent. Fro: ,,hort
i wavelengths, in tlm IR and solar, spectrt_n range, it is necessary for
I"
diode 23 to be_physica].l.y small with respect to & wavel.m_gth so it.i
I appears approximately...as..alumped constant component. It also idea.l.l.y
I would have a small series resistance and large...equ.$v.alentparallel
i resistance, thus minimizing power losses.
k
i:i: The absorber elements 16 might be of metal_ or dielectric, materi.a]s,
depending on whether .the converter is to._ransform to thermal.o-:"electric !
power. For..operation in IR and solar spectrum ranges, it is desirable
for the elements to be many wavelengths long, principally tc_ give a
narrow absorption beamwidth and to permit the structure to be physical.l.y
built.
By arranging the basic converter_oZ..Fig. 2-1a into an array-like
structure, we have..F.ig.2-1b. Ilere the wave absorber elements 31 are--
mounted on a substm.ate 32 which, in the form shown, is an e-lectrical
insulator. It may be rigid or preferably flexible. The ..conVerterele-
ments are here shown as lumped constants c_nnected to.multiple loads
135. Each pair of absorber elements, e.g. 31a and 31b,..and converter
elements, e.g. 33 and 34, are seen to be comparable to_the .ele_aental
system in Fig ....2--la. _ie connections are such that for a vertically
polarized incident" e field load voltages appe_r in Columns of loads 135.
I0
i l _ i ........
If _ is horizontally polarized, then absorber, elements 31e aiId 33.d ab-
sorb the waw' pow_.r, convert it i.n tile sam_ way, and feed -it to one of
tile l%or.Lzontal. load. resistors.
'[llustlie.embodiment in Fig. 2-].b cab convert either Vertical_or
horizontal polarization e fields to useful DC power. If the polariZation
L,
I!
i --of c is arbitrary, then it will a&ways have some component in horizontal
k:
!i or vertical directions. 'n_ese components Will be absorbed and converted, ...........................
' capturing ¢_ii the energy_.o_f the incident _ field wave regardless Of its
i:
I polariT.ation.li
! Fig. 2-ic shows an eXtension of the ideas in Fig. 2-1b. Now tlie
lumped .constant elements are replaced by their fabricated miCroelectronic
equivalent, e.g. 36 and 37 from the equivalen_t of the diode 34 in Fig.
2-1b. Other forms of the rectifier are possible and probably even
deSirable, e.g. point contact diodes optimized for the spectral range
being absorbed.
It is clear that the EWEC makes use of carefully shaped and pro-
po_rtioned structures which _icr,oscopic_ally would appear 'rough,' i.e.
a forest of small relatively close-spaced conoids or pyramids. _qlus
this important wave .absorption embodiment of EWEC_differs markedly.
from the Smooth surface quantum mechanical concept.s of conventional
solar cells and is generally more like structures found in Nature, e.g.
insect antennae I and eye retinas in vert_rates.
iSee Chap. 5.
ii
The bas:Jc tc'ehl_ie,1]iclr__a_ r_£ this l_c,w :Jnvention ar_ _'mbr)dIr,r)in
• Fig. 2-1. For brevity here, re;my &.,ta:ll.q ;Ire om.itted_ Such L,ml, Ilmmll,_;
serw_d as t]le starting poitlt for I.he presollg resc, nreh gr;,n'.-. W_' expt_ct
such embodinlc, nts to undergo) c_)nslder:tbl.e creative r¢flileino,)l :_; (.uture
EWlgC research progresses and our understanding oL it grows. Some modl.-
fication possibilities have aiLv-_e_ady been indicated in [_].
Potential EWEC Advantages are believed to be:
} _ _ Conversion Efficient X in Chap..9 our elementary
analyses indicate-that 50 percent or greater efficiency
theoretically should be possible, assuming (i)all EWEC
I absorber elements are the same length, (2) the EWEC
k
absorbers are correctly tuned to the principal incident
_ wavelength, (3) the EWEC conve,rter's .bandwidth is 50
!! percent or more of the irradiating spectral bandwidth,
! and (4) rectifier and absorber losses are.neglected.}.
i
k
Ii £rown's [8] pioneering tests on large area power 1absorbing 'rectennas T at microwave frequencies had a
measured effic£ency of 64 percent. No special attempt
appears to have been made, however, to optimize the
absorber elements as is envisioned both desirable and
necessary for E_dEC type converters.
So far as we have been able to determine,, the
E_4EC invention is the only new radiant energy-electric
converter concept on the contemporary technical scene
with a potential -- but yet unproved -- solar con-
version efficiency significantly greater than the 24
percent theoretical maximum for solar cells.
Function Separation Cap abil_ity_appears-inherent t_ the I
EWEC concept. This means the absorption of the waves
are essentially independent from the rectificatioaz.
E'ach should therefore be capable of =areful modeling
and optimization.
Power S_ectrum Matching C_aj2abilit__- also appear.s inherent
to EWEC converters, Chang_,g the absorber geometry
!
]The French have an antenna term, se coll.er, wlktch, ].oose]y tran.:l.at<:d, "
means "the wave ,_icks' to the antenna" which more nccur;_a._, .M4c----___
captures the true idea.
12
hy ,_u.[.t,'d_l.e dhnens:[o1_al, choices woul_d l)ermi_-. 'matu.IH.ng' the
absorbers to the incident power spectrum.. l?re:_mt art
semico_ductor solar ce.'ls ar.enot so convOn:i.ent]y;)dlu._t-
abie_
CoLg._:ot o_( .A_hsor_!_tioj! ]_¢_,a1._j.dtJ[ pattern -would be .possib l.(-:.......
fo_ tJ_e fJ_st ti_e. in solar-electric converters .... The
beamwidth _s the angle of ab_orpti-V:ltyat the l_alf power
poillts. By suitable absor.ber dimensio1_al choices con-
verters could be made with wide or .narrow bearm_idthu to
-- meet the engineering requiremen.ts for speclfic applications.
I S.uch control could affect the absorp.tivity/emissivlty ratio.
i, and .be of considerable importance for.an EWEC thermal
i _ absorptipn surf_de.
Ii _ Mechanical. FleXibility of such converters also appears inher _
I ent if mounted on a suitable f.lexible,substrate. Flexibility
_ has long.been a sought for goal in solar cell arrays and
I' applications of Solar cells.
i
• Mass Production Cq_Dabilities - eVentually.
!i! The..extent to which these potential advantages can, in fact, be
i
f- achieved remains to be seen by future research. We believe the potential
advantages..great enough that a successful EWEC absorber-converter would
have extremely significant._l_ng-range commercial..importance and value
i
both to the Uni,ted States and the remainder of the world.
Potential Applications- for EWEC converters, when perfected,, might in-
clude :
Radiant-Electric Converters
• Solar Converters for on-site) neighborhood, and cen.tral
generation, of electric power. It is this whole area
where a market potential of mmzy.billions of dollars
exists.
• Microwave Conversion for high power microwave beams_to .................
useful electrical power.- "....................................................]
• l,aser - Bea_mConversion to useful electric power. Somu I
advanced research _n this general area has been dis-
cussed by NASA [2] as a means for transmittlng Bulk
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pow_l + I;Fom _.'LII:'L|I l;():-_|);-I('c' vc']|tcl_ (it vi('(_ vc, r':u_. ].n..
_L'..J.E]I¢2I? Cfl::it _. fin e-fl+L_'l._:_nt ,_lb;_Ol.+bLllT-tZOllVel"[l.-'l" t)[ |_]1(;' ])l',"lln
J.s ne.t_dud wlrl.ch t,;'m ll,'m<lln I.,',.-ge pow_.,r -- _:_l tht-', ord_,r
i of I0 t_lmr':; the :;tm'.'_ :lrll:t,,,_'lty.
R_._dj.a;!t=.'!'_lF!r=!_!C_]:(;_y_.r.tL_!._"> (+_,yuml t ti,g t he. ruu t;.i f Ie r )
1."atios for use. in:
A Sol+ar ,+,ate+= heattp.g co.L].ectors.
.A Solar house heat:ing collectors.
A Solar air-conditioning collect_rs,
& High temperature flat plate and.focussed.col]ec.tors
for solar--_-hermal-el.eetric generation.
It is too early in EWEC re,_earch to have explored+ these appl.£cat_Lon
I
possibilities in any depth. _ese, and other applications, _ill natu-
rally open up when successful EWEC hardware has been created.
[:.
Having t1_us__in£_noduced the EWEC concept, in Chap. 3 we deal with ,,
the specific goals established for the preser_t_ research grant aimed at
taking the first step toward eventually realizing some or all of EWEC's
po t._.n..ti_.!....adx .ntage s •
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Chnptal:-, 3
RESF,ARCII G()AI,S _
.].
N_!.9_d J"_Lr_(_ir)a._ls.. Since this inLl-ial, g]:,_n_ wos of short duration, :It wa,_
fell vital to have. clearly established goals a[. the beginning to mnxJ-
mlze the program's benefit_to-coSt ratio. Tl_e fnllow.lng_goals and
rationale were established as gulde]Ines,
.Re_s_earcl_.Goal: To study the absorber.s on d:he EWEC invention and attempt
to quantitatiVely determifie their tl_eoretical feasibility at microwave
and micrometer wav.elengths .........
No experimental work was to be done, it being felt more essential ....
to first strengthen the scientific base fo_" the EWEC concept, particular-
ly the key absorber elements.
_,: It is important to realize it was not the goal o.f this initial short
.7 --
research effort to.examine the scientific and engineering feasibility
of..the entire invention -- absorbers, rectification, fabrication, and
a multitude of other signif.i_cantareas. Researcll..-forthese could be.
undertaken later. All thase.principal problem areas have been specif-
ically recognlzcd, identified, and tabulated; but then it is not
possible to deal with all the problems simultaneously. Instead we
cilose to Yocus on one of the most important fundamental areas,
Rese___)rcI_!l _!}cus:Absorbers Our principal reasons for clmosing to focus
the research on the EWEC absorbers were:
i
I
IThe grant was for only 6 months of. part-time work under austere
funding tend [tions.
_[_ 'Phey a_e one. of the prl._mipal _].e.nlents of the' lJ_vojltion.
WJ.thou£ them the. invent.ion is useless,
The .lea,__t :is known about such..absorhecs of. any alellient, u:-md
l.n-the l_3.veni.ion. Considerably mor___ precise sci_'nt.:ll_le
and enginee_':l.ng knowledgo 1._ needt.:d, lmf_ro i_rnctJ.cal _:¢m.-
verters-x.an lm deulgned with asmiran_m they will wo,l.:,
: _ KnoWledge, learned about absorbers probably woul.d h,lvt, u._,._f.I.
i spin-offs' to-otl_er area_, e,g. solar .thermal ab:_orbc_rs forterrestrial ,_nd space_ use.. There was._ p_-el:lm:inary .Indi-
cation that bet.ter, radian.g-.tl_ermal absorbers cou]d be made
by not ju,,_t'roughing up'-the surface_ as is now done wl.th
solne.solar,thermal absorber surfaceg, .gut by eau:;in.gt.he
surface to have a coating of. uniform height cones or
tetra-hedra appropriately arrayed,
!
An additional• spin_c>ff.,could accrue to the agrleulturt_
area of insect control. 'llle.better understand.lng of
absorbers from this researcl_ was recognized as dir_,ctJy
applicable-to insect antennae and,, in.addltion to :tdv;im'ir_g..............
science in that area, could -- perhaps .eventually -- l.e;M
I,: to'super efficient electronic means of .trapping :inse.cts,
i preventing crop and food. destruction..
_ if initial research attention, were focussed, on the diode con-
verters,, there is little assurance that such research alone
_" _ when successfully completed .could lead cotzclusively to the
feasibility of the EWEC invention. We do.not minimize the
importance or difficulty of the rectification .problem on
EWEC, for.it alone is a formidable technical prob].em. But
we knew much, information, already existed regarding equiua--
lent circuits, parameter values, power conversion, efficiency,
etc. of .diodes, particularly the works of Brow.n [9],
Javan [43], Van d_r-Zie]. [.2.5] and others ........
There were also other reasons for focussing this short researc!_.
program on absorbers, i
In this early theoretical work it was felt essential to deal only I
with simple plane polarized monochrom_Ltic electromagnetic waves. The
non-c-oherent, wide spectrum, ,_tochastic amplitude, randomly .pqla.r_zed
Wave case -- ultimately needed for full theoretical understanding of. _
successful solar-electric EWEC converters -- was redognized as theoret-
ically too complex a starting point.
At The End of the research program it was hoped we Would know about
the EWEC absorbers:
].6
0. ....... Ma_e__r.ta.._[ .... Whether metal or dLe]ec_rtc Ls be::_t.
• ('!_3_me,tf_. .... Appr,_xl_ma_e _mngen -- :in tmnns of
waveietigtha .-- it mu_t the_)l.'etlcal].y
be for _.ffic:l_nt power absorpt.i(.m. ,
Also wlieZher con:Lea1 o_ tetra-
hedron is be,_t and. whether, sol.id or
thin wall dielectric is beat,
• Losses ............... About what to.. expec±. These Would be,
. related to the number of Wavelength._
tileabsorber is long.
, • Center Fre_. About how to predict it. for an.optimumabsor.ber and how it is related t.o
, the absorber geometry,
i • Bandwidtli About what it should theo.retically
be. Particularly the. fractional !
bandwidth is a crucial factor for
'i
a later so.lar-electric converter. 1
• Beamwidth Some preliminary indication (sharp
or broad) of .what it might, be,
recognizing later-supportive.
experir_ental wor.k would be needed.
• Arr_r__Spacings Probably know e.ne that. theory indi-
cates shoulu work. Time would not
permit exploring other possible
refinements, as iog-.periodic
spacings, in such a short R & D
program.
• Conversion Efficienc_- Should know the theoret.ical u__
conversion efficiency f-or an
EWEC absorber .driving a resistiv.e
load when irradiated with a.plane
polarized electromagnetic wave.
Overall, Our intent would be to learn the most about theoretical as-
pects of EWEC in the shortest possible time .--hence minimum cost to
NASA, Care was to be exercised to choose theoretical EWEC.absorbers (or
arrays of such elements) with a high likelihood of later usefulness for
the solar and laser ranges (infrared)-and with some regard for ultimate
17
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111an u [az_t_b .I | i t y.
"].eam] th:OlUNature''_whnt are prnhnl_ly....the, b_'_s_;lb_m:b_,r ,'l_'m_ nt I1|;1/¢.FJ;l :;
and_m_>hoJ ngy,. pa2_t:lr'.,].a_.ly ba.qod on l._h_' ,_:Lono_:e_t[ilg_.,or]¢ ,,f (;;-}] Inha_._.......
on in_,ct: d-i.e.]ectrj.e antennae, SimuiJ_neously we sought I:n id_,ntlfy,
collect, study, and _LU_]n_11"JL_e..J_PV'-duL scientific and engtneerin); pnl)er._,
particularly on the physics of e]Lectromagnetic Wave--surface inter_c.tinn:_
whLch subject appeared shr.ouded in mystery., aud empiricisn, among sclen-
tists, solar engineers, and ourselves.
Finally, it Was-l_oped that with .such insights accumulated it wotL!d i
then be possible to make a.first attempt at modeling EWEC type abs¢_be_
1
The_, and only then, could a theoretical analysis be performed, starting
from Maxwell.ls equations.
We summarize our results of the first part._of this general plan ia-_____
Chap. 4. Subsequent Chaps. elucidate our results from the remainder of
the plan.
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Chap tar 4 --
_]OR I_I_EARCI[ON WAVE-SURFACI'_ IN'I!FRACTION,q
..[j!t-rgd!llctj.i_n:Pr:Lor-r.Osearelion O].eetronla_1,et:[c_av0._su_ql;e IntOr-
actions Sl_e_.ificaJJ.ya.imed at creating ,qdirect solnr--e].ectrlcconvert.er
appear.s to.liave n0t-J)een done_excel_t bitBailey4..nor l_as any previous ....
,_yst_m;itieattempt ho.en made to collect and organize scientific aild
engineer.ing -pub/.ications thereto.
- This Chap, allows readerS to. interace with ,references relevant to-
the-understanding and_ultimate solution of the complex electro-physics
l!r:oblemof-eleCtromagnetiC waves interacting w%th surfaCeS rough in
comparison with a free_space-wa:celength, i.e. having a character similar
to that .proposed for EWEC.
Works in major areas of importance to EWEC research are here
arrange_d and stunmarized .by loose categories. Othe_n arrangements are,
of, course, possible. Other relevant references are cited throughout
this report.
'[l_e-EarliestWritin_ found on wave-surface imteractions relevant, to EWEC
was by Lord Rayleigh [64], circa 1897, .who worked out Some of .the mathe-
matical pl_ysics .of electromagne_tic waves in. dielectric cylinders. .
P.liysicistsprior .to that time liad, of coLtrse, addressed the_more genenal.. -
problem of the wave-llke nature of light as first advanced by the Dutch..
Physicist Huygens (1629-16.95).
Brief History Of EWEC Bailey [4]•in 1968, while at Goddard sp_af'e 4
Flight Center explo_ing the possibilities for creating a maJo/l_state-of- -
the-art improvement in direct radiant-electrlc conversion technology,
19
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:[nventecL._,:WEC,Tl_e following ,qu_nnerexp_!."imentalver_f:Ic:itlol_of t.h_'
b_mlc motall:le al_be.r ,4truct'.uPewm_ made a_--_l%eUnlvm',4:Ityi_l Fl_rld:_,
The-.ge tests we.r_.condueted in tl_e UltF.mlcrowave rangc_,
He f_.rst:4)_bl£Sl_ed-[3] the concepl: _n ]972, fo.]l¢_Wc!d Ii_ 1._3 by ......................
t'_ -[2J. Fortunate.ly_ abot_l, t.h_I:_ l:I.me.aIl. _ labora tion of--these idea_
I
;, Bai].ey and 72allahan became colleagues, and a.great-simi.]arity was seen
I between Callahan's previous pioneering work On insect antemlae andBail_y's ideas .regarding EWEC.I
i After several years of. patent _ork involving 'the-rights' que_-
: ti0n, NASA filed for a U. S ....Patent on EWEC which issued in 19-7.3. [I].
_ The preSentNASA grant, r_,sulting from a 1974 pt...o:pos,.a.]_, enabled
this advanced research, to go_forward. Thus from .the .time the invention
i was first made (1968) until serious Scientific and engineering research
i commenced (1975).was nearly Seven _..ears,
EWEC-Related Patents Mueller [58] relates in-his patent an inventiorL
o¢-centimetric .antennas.and par t$cularly of end-on high gain directive
dielectric antennas. He discusses shape-of rods, directivity and gain.
Southwor_th [69].discusses the use of a multiunit end-fire array .....
of r.odSof dielectric.material resulting in a.dire_tivity principa,lly
along ,their axes. ,His invention was £or microwave radio ar_tenna sys _
terns..
Somewhat similar ideas at much shorter wavelengths are looked at
in EWEC research.
Xq_e above two patents appear to .be the closest to..the EWEC [n-
vention revealed from two pat___entsearches; but ueitl_er an.ticipates .........
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operation_in the solar zang_., ,%nd neither is intended prfnttpa11.y ,_.q a
t_ad[al;t energy, to _ .converter as EWEC.
Wav9s Aud [nsects -- _ Otl_0rs ihan Callatian . Hsi&o,. _.£. _1.- [/41.1 ha.re
also _h_vestlga_ed-the possibility that insects communicate by-colaS_rent
electronmguetic.waves..They point tO Callahan's_ [19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25]
pioneering work in this.area and discusS.many points in their common re-
search_ of the question. They conclude there is some possibility in this
; method of communication.between insects, but point out Continuing re-
j
search will show more-concrete conclusions.
ii Exe-Like Structures And Visua____!lCells Ber.nhard.[.7]conducted experi_
i ments on larg_..models of conical protuherances..and nipples illuminated
ii:
;. by microwaves .and discusses similar structures found in-Nature..
._: Clapham and Hutley [29] reported on the sup.pression of -wave refle_=.--
i
i! tion from SurfaCe_ covered in a .regular array of conical protuberances
! in a mannem similar to that observed on the corneal lenses of the mo.th..
I They substantiated. Bernhard!s theory of suppression through a graded
transition_of ref.racL:iveindex between the air and the cc.rnea by....
measurements with microwave radiation reflected-from a scaled-up model.
Bernard et_al [6] later studied tl_e-eye in light of antenna
d,eory and found a counterpart, to .many communication engineering tyre
structures existing there.. They explain light interaction with the
surface of.-the eye from a wave approach.
A detailed discussion eL resear-ch of visual.cells i_ presented-by
Young [78]. lle clearly shows the structure_, rods, and cones fou.nd fn
humans and animals are similar in morp_hology tO the EWEC dielectric
21
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model we present-herein in Cliap. 7.
IBM Work -_'uomo, _t al. [31[]have accomplished_recent highly_s.l.gn:Iflcant
research into _urface-treatments_for liigh temperature _plar-tl_ermal
absorbers. 'l_ey demonstrate thd ex_ell_nt absorber Capabilities a
Spacial___sten surface has operating in tl_esolar sRectrum from about ................................
0.5 to...40;m_.They claim an absorptiv_$ty_of 96 percent for.it. .They
attribute the high absorptivity to varied population of spearlike struc-
tures called.dendrites, large;and small, on varied spacings. .This_sur-
q
face structure closely_paral!els ._he application of the EWEC-Iike metal
strucutre diSCussed in Chap, 6 and our two-length model, Fig._-8_.
Tailoring the surface far absorption.of various frequencies is expe_i- .......................
mentally achieved by altering the height-to-width ratio of the de_drites,
much as discussed far EWEC,
u Australian Work Thornton [72] sl_ws that a.material sur_face conflgu-
i_ ration_ can be Optimized.for best thermal absorp.t_ion.and lowest ....
emissivity. He-investigates a .cornugated surface .formed by cutting
rectangular..slots in.it. Bandwidth. was investigated_and Optimized for 1
multilayen surfaces. References are made to the moth's eye principle i
of reduction of reflection on an array of very fine tapered cylindrical
p.rotuberances_ _.
Japanese Work Tani [71_]reports a project of solar energy-power, sys-
tems. Dep_qsit meshes, _hin films, and horns made from metal and semi-
conductor material absorb sunlight el_¢.tromagnetlc energy and produce
high t#mperature thermal energy. They-have applied fo_r__everal patent,q
in. this field. Technical details on this work are not available.
22¸
13j_l). 8urf,?e.q..SOl__a_r Cells Tl_e a2cmcept of dO.liberately rouglmn!ng the
Sm_face of conventl.onal solar cell.._ :IS bo]iOvod to tmve }leon first
d4q_lor.ed by Bailey [41.
Haynos et_al. [3911 o_C_Comsat t,aboratories later described a surface
treatment of the corLventional solar cell where a myriad of tetrahedral.
(E_EC-like structures) were used to promote .multiple interactions be-
tween the surJiaco__and the light, thereby reducing reflection losses
markedly and increasing the cell.efficiency to a lii.ghof 15 percent. ..
Solar-Thermal AbSorber Surfaces Peake .[60.].has indicated the
similarity to EWEC of. surface structures .of a.high absorptivity...(_-0.91)
i
paint used by. NASA. Ile showed SEM photographs of. the paint surface 1
M_o_ing an EWEC_.Iike structure with .random height cones. 1
Santala 166] states that an intermetallic compound such. as.Fe2.Al 5 !
having a highly-porous Surface,structure provides a surface that ab- I
sorbs..as bl.ack b_dy.caVities J.f the pore structure is of the same order
as the,.wavelength of the solar radiation.. However,._it radiates in...the
infrareJi wavelength region as .a.f_lat surface.. An.Aluminum-Nickel corn=
pound had the best qualities of compounds studied and was selected for
optimization.
Solar..Selective Coati_ Koltun [47]..[USSR) describes a selective ....
coating which makes it.p.ossible to change the absorp_tion a'oefficient -
of solar radiation and, simultaneou_ly,...the___ree of blackness
1
over wide rango_. 1
Serap hin [.67] discusses selective solar coatings using chemical
vapor techniques for deposition of 2_m thick sillcon.films of saris-
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factory optic_tl qualSty onto a met_ll..]Izedsubstrate. TIit,.,_yst_mCan be
used to transform.solar radiation into higli.temp_ratures, Sttch :_ur-
faces, wlaile structurally'dlssimi].ar to EWE[l-like surfaceS, are basted
. on well-known optical wave l_nterfea:en_eeffects and,.._omewhat 1_ke
I EWEC, exhibit .a Wavelengtli selectivity.
li
Antennas And Waves Childers [27] explained.,some theoretical ideas_ ccnl-
I1
! cerning af_tenna reception of nonisotropic stochastic fields. Ante_nas .............................
i
!.
I: are.tnea_ed from the combined .viewpoint.of.the theory of statistical
communics.tionS,_antenna theory., and the theory_ of optics. His ideas
appear potentially useful to future EWEC _research recommended in Chap.
12.
Microwave-Absorbin_ Structures EmerSon_and .Cumming's -catalog from
their Microwave Products Division [81] .presents.a.wide variety of
well,known microwave absorbers and absorber materials, that .are clearly
EWEC type. construction. The_y use pyramidal or. conicalstructures to.
form anechoi_._surfaces which insure minimum reflected energy in a micro-
wave_test chamber ....._The cone lengths mus_ be sized, to the frequency
=ange being used --- long cones for long wavelengths and short ones
for Short wavelengths,
Monomolecular Layers And Lih_ In an article by Drexhage [34], multi-
layer__Nystems_of long-chain _fatty-acid molecules a_d fluorescent d_e
molecules.were used to study _he structure of light waves, revealing a_
cloSe analogy between a radio antenna and a light-emitting molecule.
Wave-Surfa e Interactions On Metal S,urfaces of Various_Geometrj.es.
Cherepanov [28] (USSR) ha_ investigated_the absorptivlty.of___.spiky
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surl!m'.eof a Structure Similar_/xl_an EWEC ab._orber., llowever___the._sys-
tern liO-t_/'oposed i,_ as. a 4?lane<kaver-radf.o=absorber material, operat:_ng
• gWt.,C.at much longer wavelengtlis than '_ .--
Ornstein, at at, [59], Sinor [68], agd Lee [48] discuses the wave-
surface interaction on Corruga_ed..conducting surfaces and is relevant
to the solution of the EWEC models proposed in Chap. 6.
Scattering from 9enfec_ly conducting s.inuSaidal surfaces is dis-
cussed by Millar [53, 54, 55, 56], Fang [35], Zaki, et al [79, 80]..
They.outline methods of solution to scattering from this type periodic
Structure ....
l.t_is interesting t_ observe there is a large body of mathemat-..
! ical physics li. _rature dealing with scattering ofelectromagnetic waves,
i
i of-which the above is_but a sample, from various surfaces. Substan _
[ tially less deals with wave absorption...
Dielectric Materials As Antennae and Waveguides are discussed by
Di Domenico [33], Mueller_t al. [57].,Kiley [46], and McKinney [51].
Opt.imum dielectriC rod and tube dimensiOnS, bandwidth, gain, atten-
uation, pro.pagation and many other topics of interest, are presented
which, strongly relate to.EWEC research, The most current reference
[33] comparea lOSseS in dielectric material with other electromagnetic
wa_e propagati_on media. _- a result used in Chap. 8.
Wave-Surface Interactions On Dielectric SurfaceS Scattering from a
dielectric wedge shaped Structure is discussed by Mahan e.t al [49] and
is r.elated-to EWEC_di_lectric models of Chap. 7.
The theory of scatterlng by finite dielectnic__needles illuminated
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parallal to t.h&Jr axes is disCu,_ed by R,_ws.9__ [62]. A d_riwt]on ¢,f
I
I the al_gu_ar distribution of. l:ight ,_eatte_'edby tile_HefLn_i_r_c!neecll.es.
of radius r << X and.a_ finite_lengtli_.l,_>> k-ls presented, '1'111_theory
waa_daveloped to help interp_r_q.tmeasured scattered-li_l'ig djs.trlbutiolls
i. from low-loss opticalefiber WaveguideS,
' Scattering from an infinite l.ong fiber circular cylinder at obliqueL
I incidence was presented by Kerker [45]. .He reports_ such computations
!! suggest possibilities .for improving the-technique for estil_ating fiber
! radii ....
General .Solution,Methods Beckman et al [5] Davies [3,2] Narri_ngtou
[38], Ikuno e.=..al.[42],Meecham [52], and Wilton et.al_ [77] show some
signifie.ant and perhaps promising methods for the later analytical Solu- ....
tlon of the rough.surface-models proposed in_thi_ report ......
i_ ReCtification Near. Visible Light Wavelen t_L_ has ,been preliminarily .
dealt_Lith by Matarrese [50].,'iMu _74], Small [.7_0_],and TWU et al. [73].
_ Using eonv.entional long-wire antenna theory [50, 70 73, 74] and thin
_i
film micro-electro__ie depositing techniqu,es [70] they were_ble to
demQn_trate_rectification to 10,6pm, broad-band characteristics from
r_dio and microwave...frequencies.(lOGhZ) to the iDfrared_ region (10.6_m),
and forming diode,.antenna,elements into linear phase d arrays. _TILe
authors point up many possibilities using these techniques .for im-
proving the diode's ree_tification properties at these wavelengths-
In Summary, it_is _vident a sizeable technical literature e_ists in ................
the general area of the physics of electromagnetic Wave-surface
26
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i intera_tlonS., Same_of thi,_ literature was only sampled {or lack of
! time, e,g, the entire antenna, f.le,ldi,_obviously re]._vant in a general
wa.y even ['hough antenna th_-oxists do not_gener_l]_y eo_nider 'surfaces!
I ef antennas; but varlauS array_.ap.prgach this concept.
i The scattering of_electromagnetic waves from mountains, knife_edges,
I
peripd!c-surfaces, random surfaces_(e.g the ocean), and other surface
I geometries have all .been extensively _tudied; but comparatively little
I_ technical effnrt appears _o have been de_voted to the interesting and-
l'! potentially useful theoretical problem of absorption maximization of.
!
!, electromagnetic waves by the surface as .needed for.EWEC solar_thermal
!i surfaces, l_ie.Australian work by, Thorn.ton [72_ appears_ to_ come closest
il to-,th__EWEC invention in this_xegard .....
I Though, in toto_ these .prior-a,:tpublications look_ at various ports.of .the.problem of .wave-surface interactions, .no reference was found.
I
which envisioned the EWEC embodiment in the form invented by Bailey ..
[11.
F_om this literature.sur_ey_, which we interpret .aS_strengthening
the scientific base for the EWEC invention in numerous ways,.we_now
see a b_oader picture of rough metallic, surfaces and..rough dielectric
surfaces-as sub-parts of-a continuum of the larger area .of wave-surface .............................
electro-physicS.. Further, we see these theoretically linked by the
co,unonality.of the incident, waves inducing curr_nts, though ..theinternal
field.distributlons natura]ly are dilfenent_for the two cases. Finally,
and very-importantly, they are linked moxphologically. The:;e, and other
linkages, appear to have not been previously recognized, as we indicate
in Chap. i0.
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i EWEC' AI;SORI_ERSON ]NSI_,CTS
I_plevancd .Of _2_}eg..cts And EWI_C Callah;,n, a research uatomol_l,i_t-,..I,;,._
methodlca] ly invcs tigate.d ins ects and tlia-l.r..cotmnuaicati_n an_l_l;_v[_.,,,'_-
t-Ion_ems for about 20 years [26, 25, 24___23_ 22, 2], 20, 19, 18,
17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12, If, i0], and iu particular_tlm antennae found.
] on Various insects, His most recent nesearch on. tlie Fire Ant Antenna
Is in Appendix 1;. The res.u]ts_.of the ilnpl ,_s±v._e body of seientf.f.[c
knowledge can. only be brief_ky summariZed here, unfortunal:ely, for it: .............
is a fascinatingstory of. general inter.est_ to scientists and engine.era.
} An extremely readable summary _of his life's research in ._hi.sfield is
in [_!_0.].A shorte__scientific version is [ii].,.and an even shorter one
is .[12]. 'f]_is--research.is all highly relevant .to,current EWEC R&D, ..
though one might- initially wonder how insects and energy conversion are
related. ..
In.summary, Callahan_s theories and. scientific research ha_e
show_ -.- and been generally proven beyond reasonable.,doubt in our mind
-- that :
Insects communicate and navigate by means of electromagnetic
waves -- in addition t.ovisual means wh_ch we do not
cons ider.here.
_e wavelengths used are in the infrared range (from.about.
ipm.to 30_m) with principal channelS occurring
within .the 7-i4pm atmospheric 'window' and the 17urn and
25pm 'mini-windows ."
The radiation emitters are: .(I) sex scents .called pheromones
which emit high amplitude IR nat:row band maSer-llkc
emissions, and (2) broad band black body radiation from
the insect's body. '_m-Xlatter radiation Ks modulatL,d by
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thO- vl.bratloll oli the Jnst_c2A"s wi ngs and J.:_.u_;ed in
_avJgt_tiot_ .for both ' target'-:l.dent If:[eat:Ion ;-u'm aTA._uth
ol'i.entat:[ ,)ft.
'['he-pl_oromoile :fs give_,.qff by i;].and,_ J.tl the. fhmale.
O Wfiid earri_,_ tilt> plieromone Jnt.o the atmosphere : a variable
density gas.... Sunlight or. night sky irradiation causes tile
pheromone-molecules to emit narrow band high amplit:ude IR
electromagnetic w_aves......
O The radiated waves are received -- afar or. near -- by tile
antennae of the male Which .f.oll.oWsthe trail of tileemitting
g0__plmromone to its source-- the female,.
Insects have large numbers of receiving antennae., called
spines or sensilla, of.vari0us.kindsl and lengths (in the
range of about 2_m to 200_m, depending on insect specie).
Different Length spines respond to diffet'ent IR wavelengths.
The nerve output .of a spine connects directly with the
insect's brain.. I
The _rinCipal anuenna.elements are a type of. open resonator
--.as are all antennas -- known as a dielectric antenna.
TIievarious.kinds found on .insects have been identified, |
c]assified, and..dimensionally measured on some insects,_ I
]
Insect dielectric-antenna elements are.arranged in elaborate
arrays.. There is..a strong correspondenc_ between the.shape,_..... I
form,, and arrangement of arrays observed on insects and i
known man-made antenna arrays, e.g, arrays of vertical
antennas .abox_ea groun_ plane.
By means of the modern scanning electron microscope (SEM)
high resolution photographs can be ta!,en-of the details of
these microscopic receptors of electromagnetic waves found.
on.insects.. 1_e SEM is the principal research tool for
observations, and a.high resolution..Fourier analysis inter- ......
ferometer spectrophotometer is the prinqipal tool for 1
emis sion nieasunements. 1q
The entire scientific resear.ch area of insect communication
and navigation via electrom&gnetic waves is pre:.s..e.n.t.lyin a
iVirtually any kind of antenna form created by.man to de_re can.be found
on. insects. A few examples are shovm in Figs..5-I. and 5-.2,. Other
types, not man-made to date, l_ave also been observed on insects.
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• 'NS_'ATOR t D LOOPCAPACITORTUNING
FIG. 5-] Types of nlan-Nademetal anteili_l(leLt_ud their insect
dielectric counterpart (right). ......................................
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FiG. 5_2 Types of roan'made-metal antenna-(le[t) and their insect
counterpart (right).
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}Prop,
PREQ_DINfl PArlE BI,ANK NOT _' "
D
FL(;. .5-3 (:;_l,].nhan's original sketch [20] for. moth (Satur.tndae)
"d i e I-ectr,£e..waveguide spine. '"
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,ima;un:emcmt,q .ol! ]4 ,_pLn_;a on n:lglxt-_ ]yln_, meth_ (:_:_t..rn[d:w). A,-; ,}any
,'..m i50--200 much :_pifle.,:____.t._i;_tyba .pre'_n..t. I1i a gL*mlp on |llo ceclZ,_l;I.a m¢,th.
llt: o.arl.Je!r p..o,qt:ul at;:ed [u 1.965 1231 :l,.I iI067 [ 21 ] thal: ::;udll ';l _1u_._xmy.
act a,.q _,_ytulSuJ a1: dielea tr[ c, wnxr_gu i d,, ;lntt_nnae J n vnriou,q ,_;pL,c l. ra I.
regl cms.
We now examine l:lg. 5--3 :in some detaZJ and propose some nc_v
r.:
theorLes about how st|c.h wave absorbers probahl_y work t.n, light of modern J
eleczro-optjcs, lhes_: are based on extending Call.alton's ea_.-iier._tstute
! observations. 'lllere are many subtleties .ii_ this, exq!tis!tely structur_,d.__
!:"
i'
sensilla -- subtleties which, took us considerable time to recognize._
Once recognized and explained, theyare quite simple to. ':hose familiar-
- with electromagnetic, f_ie!ds and waves. We .examine_the eusemble of
Fig. 5-3 first and.,,theneach part se.parately._
_..,. Overall The sensilla-consists-of a tapered Spine .A ppsI.-
tioned above a probe K and'i£s nerve, output which goes
directly, to the insect.'S brain. The incoming _- field
propaga.tes into-the, spine from the direction shown.for
maximum nerve response,. The-spine focusses the arriving
field on_the probe K.--
Spine A-is supported by a doughnut shaped material B
above a.mo.re-ar-less uniform surface D.-- the insect's
epicutic,le, Subsurface materia_Is F -- the exocuticle --
and H.----the epithe_.£um layer -- complete its_lower parts,
Si_ A,is believed made of a dielectric material.,, It is o_
tapered, conic with walls so thin they are transparent £_z--
EEM photomicrographs,
Kiely's [46].experiments at microwave frequencies on
dielectric antenna show that tapering decreases the antenna
pattern, side lobes markedly, resulting in-a-singlo, main
lobe centered on. the conic ax.is,. Further, it Is well-known
in electromagnetic field theory and in microwave hardware
that to trahsit_on from one field region lo another with
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ILILn_IIILIII|rc'l!l_!ct_d W_Ivo pow_-'l -," h_!ll¢'.o IIHF_[lllt|illtl'_]nFhBI.ti['(_iI
: pOW_:_.F-'- Lht' _,_ILVI_h'llidJllg,_ltFII_!INI'O,_illol_Hb_._l.apu_r'd
OVOl; ,qOVOl'_llW;LVI_.L_IIj:,_IIIL:.I,_llloFdJ.ID4._J::low LlT_]ll:iJ.lloll of
gtlld_ .lllll)Od,:lll_'.L;[oF ]lC,w;Ivt_I_I-OlIi£1L_Olqi2tlJllllll.();InO|ll('Y.
'l'hu,_; [rOlll Izh(: w,'Lvo vit,wpoJl.iL nil ;ll-]-;ly oi: ,qllch t;ll)('l:c¢l
r_l)[|1(':_-foiu1d Oil JlISO.(¢IS _H_pe:_):,_;l.o Jl;ive l_1"eci:;ei.yILh_._
optira.Lit ,_llap#' for ma×imum ,'H):;(;cptiv_ (,f thn EM.._z_vc.
Tim. mat_i:z|al -- :l_f ;:_y. -- inside the spine .L,'_ _iot
known_ Kiley's work [461 on hollow di, cl.c, ctric cyl..inde_s
i_.d_catos that mak:l.n_ the waILq thfn, e.g. a/h = 0.87,
re:3u].l-s, in the lowest dielectric attenuation loss/meter in
tl__.direction of _iv.e propagalion. IlL can-easily be shown
a1_alytically that the hollow tapered spine structure of
Fig. 5-2 has a/b = constant thro_ghout its Length and
_he.refore presumably is of.minimum loss.l
The spine length averages about 6611m long with a
base-diameter of 6.5.7_m for the cecropia moth..2 In terms
of_ the more fundmuental guide length to f "-_•_ee space wave-
length, spines a_e about 2-6 wavelengths long on-insects.
Thus such insect wave absorber structures in Nature are
many wavelengths long. Similar many wavelength structures
a.re welL-known £n antenna engineering as rhombic antennas,
end-fLr.e arrays, and others -- all tending toward high
directivity to an. incoming EM wave. _l_us, for the insect,
the fact that his sensillae are many wavelengths long
increases his dir.ec_:ional sensitivity. Arrays of such
di_:_Ic.c-tr_icsensillae fur._her increase his antenna pattern
I: direcbiviLy. Finally, making--the array pointab_le in an
I" arbitrary direction by a-co_trollable support structure
permits the insect tb 'see' electromagnetically in the
direction of the array's principal lobe. _
If a given 4 X long dielectr.ic spine is receiving an
I'JMwave, elementary antenna theory :indicates it should also
be receptive to other, eige_value wavelengtlls multiply
_:e-lated'...This impc_rtant intriguing theoretical problem
remains to be ana]ytical.&y solved for-tapered thin-walled
d:i.elc..:tricw&ve absorbers.-The net effect, undoubt,.:dly,
is t_, i,crease the insect's effective band width 'seen'
of the electtomagnetlc spectrum.
IAttenuatl(m losses w:il] be treated-_uo-re quantitatively in Chap. 8
2As staled ear|.ler, however, t]_e Length and diameter w_r_ie._ with
'3[5
_D _ :Fl\q: .!.OWL!F.l;:.!):!--Of qp.i.nJ,_ A, I,'i_;. ,_-.'l, I.;_;gentJy ,'ur.w,d Inwacd
toward- tho |_'obe K. lit: w_)uld appc, nr th.nt em'vlnl,, pernlil,_
the sm;.l.l] poct Ion of l.h_, Ineident w,_ve whlrh. I:_. l:v;i.'.l,o,l in
the l:h.ln-w:t.l I. :_p[llc_ A alId pFOl_ag:ll:[llg d_wl_w:llql an, l I, , [(,_"
t[.ng fFofll lht_' .[[ill('F :l[_d (_lwl.el" ,'H_[._I(__l.ll-_a(_o,q I_ _'.'_[I. II_
:_p.lne In a d':l,rccLi(_n neatly alme,'l _Lt. the probe I'. ,_,i_'ll I,'.M
(.:llel'gy IS pl'L)bably il ._mal] poFLl.(_n of the t:ot.'iJ _Jrrivl.?, al
K, tile ma.jor part arr[vl.ng dlrect]y at K through the
focusing_, of spine, A; but It. I.s .[nt:c_.:e.st[ng t_., ()b;_l'w, llutt
the p robabl_2 smaller porL.I.on propaF,;_ting ou4' t:i]_ end oI" ,';pine
g is not wasted-d.n N;tt:,re's d'c:sJ.gu.
0- , The Probe K. is located on-the spine's geomet_'Lcal ax/s and i.n
a position _o capture most of' the inc.[dent ff,M waw_ focussed
on it. The probe ts composed, of fotn:,_alement._; arcanged
as well_known R..antennas. Rach element of the. probe ba._;
a shor. t length; i.e, it is either an-appreciable fract/.o_al.
portion of a _¢aVelength or, at .aost, a few wave.Lengths
long; .l_recise measurements have not been made on probes
alone.
We have reason, to believe the probe e.iements are com-
posed of long-chain erga_rLc molecules, eacff chain acting
i l:ike the _:lassieal thin wire-antenna, .the result being a
': composite rece.iving antenna p_ttern for the l]ro__b__!which
:: suitably 'matches_-_he EM _ad/ation arriving above fcom
spine A.
We a].so have son,e indication that we i:ethe probe
geometry alone more carefully-examined than...hasbeen done
to .date, it would be fo,md to be a cLrcular sol:/d of
revolution with cross section shown in Fig. 5-3. ,If later
SEM studies show this true,,we anticipate the.obvious
implication that the spine-probe system could receive g-
fields of arbitrary_ polar.k,zation angles measured at. r-ight
angles to the propagation direction. It would thus appear
the insect sensilla neatly and beaut:Ifully, simply sol.ves
the arbitr.ary po'Lar-izationproblem _.nherent in solar
radiation by mea_Is of-Lts circuler geometry.
The probe':4 outpL_t is obv:Lotmly coupled into the her.re
E. -The precise internal mechanism llarhow-the received
voltage on the probe elements, whlch-ls at IR wavelengths,
is-conver_ed to an electrical signal, on insects Ls not:
known at _his time. Such research knew_.edge would haw'.
obvious ]mpl, t.cattons for the later design: of any ii|tln-lll_lde
rectiL'Ler -- an(_th(,r opl_ortu!_Ity to 'learli IITtHII Naturt,. _
3fl
Sp_i:!!e .SUj2por.t .B physically hoids-l_he spine A in suitable
posit_mx..with respect' to prob_:_K. Ideally the.support
shou]d_.lle losslo.ss and refJ.ectionles::_ .,m t:hat any signal
prop_[,a.ting i_i it would l_ot: l,e re£.lect:ed to pha,ae add or
:_ubtract from the pr_meipa], arrJving 1_ signal, wave, tllerc:-
by diStorting_the signal_ 'seen' by.the--insect.
Note _nat spine A lias beet1 .delicatel.y p-laaed into B
at.such a location, as ray optics shows, to minimJ.ze the
field's e_tering B and propagating downward through, the.-
material B, gurtl_er Lliere is only a small area of contact
between the- two wh,ich should minln_ize the -transmitted Wave
into B even more; but a small _ field would ente_ B. Mate- -
rial B Could-be --and probably is-.-- a lossy dielectric
which begins to dissipate ..t.13e__wavepropagating downward
tl_rou,g_ it ..
• Transitioning _Impedance C and I ll_esmall p.or.tionof the _-
field that_gets into B .then enters the circular cylinder
material C which-is neatly, tape.red on its lower end.. Thus
material .C appears to be a t_ansitioning, impedance between
B and I....if material B.has. an intrinsiC impedance ZB to
the downward propagating wave, mater.iaL.C has ZC_ and-
il material. I has ZI then, material B probably obeys _the well-.
known relation [61] for matching sections:
Z_c ._ •
o
Similarly-material I matches to the internal impfidanee of
layer H according to: i
It thus. appears, that when interpreted.in the_ light _of- i
classical electromagnetic waves and waveguide theory, the
spine support structure on insects cons._sts of two care-
fully designed transitioning impedances which aid in.
matc1_ing the free space impedance to mater.ial H with
minimum, reflections and interfea_.encewith the p_ri.ncipal
received signal 'seen _"by probe K.
• The Cavity Around-P.robe K Note that Fig, 5-3 clearly-.shows
a cavity around, the probe formed of the outer surface of
the probe support material J and. the inner surface-of B.
Further, we note that tlie lower portion q_f t-he cavity is
tapered ._
it thus appears the probe c.avity is marvel.ouslv
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;_._L:lTtl('LllF¢'d, ;l:; cl:t!;!.,;c;[I v';Jy t_l_l lc';ll IIl(_L.[l¢_cl,_;.br,;llll ,_;hllw, :;_J
that :.lny l._rt:l,,)) c_i Iil_l, KN '.,,,my,' v,d_.i_.l) l_)ls:_2_ i,r_q_,' I'¢ I::
tleatl.y nlmm:bo, I in 1.11_. l,'ll)l,rud ;iFrll(,l. lllTo i,:il.uriul_; l,,,l_w
- (iF ill the (liltL,17 _;lll[';l(', _i| ill;i[_,l'{ill ,1 ..... whlcll i5; l,_,,',,hly
a .l.o_3:;y llviL-(,l_-[;ll _- wl_,:')-_, il i_; dl:;::lpaled.
..............S_i ._!_j.'St_l.J[r/quLFt!1_' .Sj_.r'fc!q:c,_l_:;.!ll__Uj:f!_j:.e.As] lncl.denl I.',l.lwart,
tgrop;3.gatJng d_wnward bnl (mta:idt_ l..iit_ spine :_t_:ik,,. _" .Iny_r I1
and propngate;_ thro_zgh F i[i/t() 1.] _411(3i:e .1t ._ z'enlili I,_; d i:_: l l_;_t _..
l-t thus appears Chat outside the spine rt_gton t.ht._rl, ;ire,
two layer type _.r/lrlsf Lioni ng impedances to mLni.mLze wuv_'
reflections from Nat:_tre's 'ground pl.ane' on t.he i.nsect,
Such plane wave si.gnals arrivJng outst_de, the spine
naturally contribute nothing to the t.n._mct's probc_ g _nlt-
put. There is growing research evidence that the insect
may use these waxy J.ayers for other purposes, as measuring
temperature, humidity_ atmospheric charge, and other
enviromnental parameters. 'iNese, though scientifica]Jy
interesting, seem less re].ew_nt nt this t.ime to EWEC R&D
than the sensilla.
ConclusiorL..It is evident from this brief new research investigati..on of
insect spine morphology that such st:ructures found in. great: numbers on
insects are marvelous electro-optic structures. Should our theoretical
explanations revealed here for the first tLme of how an qnsect's di-
i
electric sensilla probably works prove valid in latec research, as we
believe they will be, then it is clear that the lowly insects give us
very strong_&lues -- Lf we correctly interpret them --- for designLng
successful large area man-made c.kectromagnetic_ wave converters lh_r
purposes. Insect si___g!_al converters appear to have been working
in the IR range, on a grand scale in the insect world for untold time
heretofore. As is evident, more sc:ientlfic research into the whole
insect sensilla would obvious.l.ystrengthen nnd enlarge the theory
advanced above,
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In .Chaps, 6 ,and 7 we ,qho_a_ourf._r,_ti!ormu].atioi3sof the theoret-
ica] model .t_ol." man'made 1_Wl_-.conve_ters, based on ollr i_s:tghtS -- ----
recognized as not fully compl_te -- 1_arned from irL_ect sensilla
r.esear ch.
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°' '0 _"' TM ---|lib [_.k],I.CAI, I_W],',{]H()l)l,:i, MtqTAI, Al_:4f)ltt$l,],:_
.'_Lk_o.._A_bs_orbe___JlT.b_ iite__l:j,'ll- C_!:a!i,,!;" p_,<-.<;ib.l I I i i,,_; l,×[;_l: ft,r I,'.WI,7 ,',)nv,' ii('rf:;
1, .Met._!]_§_ Bai icy Ix I:i rst I'TWI,;C tro.:it il,)(Ic l. aL rlrl crc.iw;lvl, [i-c_,que_.rt--
ties was ('opper Ill. Viriu;illy ;ill pi-_iul;il';ll _llGI.iI]ll&l_ lit
llse today _r(' Illl'[_i]. tit7 IIWOIV{) P.l{,_l,trOllWilll-l(!ti{: [|t'lds
impingiilg on metal..
Nearly all kriowi} pr_(7.l.li:;.l.l ._;o.]Lir tlierl_l;l}_ absorber:;,
exc].uding plastl_(-s and solar ponds, in use today in-the
growing solar energy util]zat:ion field are oi metal-, l_lc_.re
are numerous empicica1_].y determined surface treatments for
enhancing solar euergy absorptivity of metal surfaces, e.g.
roughening, etchillg, thin film selective surfaces, and
V
Cumo-!s recent success [3]] in constructing a-96 per-
cent absorptivity solar thermal surface was _f an EWEC-I[ke
structure made of metal.
111e idea of capturing the sun's energy via selective
surfaces arranged in V grooves on metal appears at least
as old as 1909 [36]. This idea oJ! periodically grooving
metal surfaces is reasouab.ly weir-known, but not widely
applied, among .<_olarabsorber rese>archers and engineers.
The detailed physics of wave surface Jllterac:t[ons for
all the above metallic embodiments appear llot well under-
stood at this time.
Chap. 4 cites some previous investigations of wave-
surface interactions on me.t:_L!,sitsfaces of various geometry.
2. Dielectric materials foL" EWI:]C,d)._orber elements are strongly
suggested by the insect antenn_e, Chap. 5. A]so, Bernard
and Miller [6] how, shoval l Jlat insect (.yes contain nillllOrotl_
die].ect_c cones and nipples a;.:optical waveguides.
The usc_ of w_rious die.lectri<: mater{als is well-known
in applied optics, e.g. 'light pipe:_.'
Dielectric antu.iina,_, l:houF>i_ not wel.1.-kl]own among
electrical t:>rll%incer;-;_ ,. (:orl,_;t i t:u t e'<g all ident i._""sable" are_
where dielectric mLItL'.rJ.,il_ hd\'c _ l.),.c#ri successful ly used for
Eecetving eJectrolll;i!4iI(.,ti(, w;.ivc._, l'lit_ [(.tea {if dielectric
cyJ:i.ndc, rs :_upport[T][, t?lr('ll;t)l;i;l$]nc, L.l_t W;IVCs f;; ;it least as
4 0
old as 1.897 a_id Lord Ray.le:[gh[64] wlm worked out-m_ome of
the earl.y mnthematieal.pliysics,
Conm_erc:[allyavailab]e I'WEC.-IiRe._tructure ,kat_-:.rla]
[81].has-.been used many years as microwave absorb6:_s in
anteflna and microwave systems engineering, Such _ateria].,s
are losNy dielectrics,
Scattering. of EM waves from dielectric cylinders [76]
[.44],wedges [49] and.bodies of arbitrar.y cross section [77]
have been reported ....Tlio_gh.our principal interest here is
absorbir_ EM waveS, scattering, is obviously related.
Chap.. 4 cites_-previous, inVes tigatio_s _f wave-surface
interactions-on dielectric, surfaces ......
Importance Of Material T__. Determination of .the.type of absorber mate-. I
rial to be used on_EWEC converters is obviously a key re.search problem
having immediate.theoretical importance and la.ter_design implicatlonS, i
Clearly the materials .technology .for creating large area. metallic whisk _
ered surfaces is..,not_likelyto be the same as if the surfaces were thin
walled dielectric whiskerS.
Finally,_ there is the important-matter of ..theintended function, an .......
EWEC surface is .to perform. An EWEC solan=_hermal.absorber might-best
be made af .metal where the impinging EM wave R.o.weris dissipated
throughout the surface ..offthe absorber, as heat and then conducted into
the -metal volume-whereas a Solar-electric h_EC..,converter.might require
a dielectriC material with minimum losses in the E_¢EC abosrbers proper.
Only after proper modeling and analytics have been done can ratio =
hal choices of _etals vs dielectrics be made..
Modeling Rationale We early recognized formulating the exp]_i.¢i.___theo-
retical me_taLmodel case would be somewhat different from the model for
the dielectric case. We chose to formulate the simpler metal case first..
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re.ss ('_ollld bo TIILid_., jrl l_hi:; i. iliti.;il l.h(_t_t:_L.l¢'_l], w_lz,l" by fi.r::l ;;'.dyillg
the.2 D c:.ls_. Ac'cordLr_p,.ly v;e ch_:_e to m;Ike: both pr.J.ncil_al mod_,]:_ 2 I)
Thus this Chap. pre_ents our theoretic'_al. EWEC mo_i_.fo_ metals.
Chapter 7 presents our similar model for dielectric materials. We
[!, present the models succ±nctl6c, c]c:arly cite, necc-asary..assumptioi_s,
i
[: indicate specific analytical goa]s, and brieL'ly :justify the mode_--s_M-
li our choices. -Completion of these then defines the major theoretical.
technical problems resulting from the present research grant. They are
thus set-up suitable for later analytical attack.
Problem Formulation: EWEC Absorber - Metal Case
The Proposed Model is shown in Figs. 6-1 and 2. The incident wave, -
with _- field in the x direction, propagates Jn _he negative z direction
into metallic EWEC absorbers A1 and A 2 which extend to _too. Each has
electr_ical conductivity o. A ]osd cesistor RL ohms/meter connects"
adjacent absorber faces as shown. Pertinent geometric design param-
eters are indicated.
Assumptions To Be Made are:
Incident Wave
A Unifomll l_]allcwave
A Linearly polarized as shown
A Continuous -- no modulation, constant amplitude
A Coherent -- constant phase
A Monochromatic with powei= spectral density
+ iil,._ 1 I i ......i
r¸ ' I 1 1 •
EIG. 6=1 Isometric View of EWEC-Type
Surface Absorbers - 2 D Case ............................................................................................................
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INCIDENT_WAV _ _"
, Po/mtr. iength (in y dir.)
TRANSMISSION pagation _ and over width, d -MEDIUM .
" fi_ (Possibly
ii //_ _i \ " "_ /-I trounded or ]
; I-I_, /,'.!'- _ Jtruncated
i: EWEC-LIKE I- ""/_ /X \ / . _tlps(ifeases
ABSORBER I_ I /\ A_ I ',, / _ lboundary !
' I ,o-,_ b or, ,,, ,' I _,condit_ons) '
i/ ',,/' _-" I I 'i _'-"' _ " -
, I -i IF I _ - , "_I
LOAD . I_ _,,..D/vv'_'-- 2 ._ _ I. (R,/mtr. (length in..y dir.)
I ,_ l ,,= I--
I L/mtr. _ D I 'k_.___)Note: RL not exposedto ._
" d _! )ony.inc.omingE field.un- i_
_,lassotherwisenoted.
FIC. 6-2 End View of-Model For F.WEC-Type l
Surface Absorbers - 2 D Case
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I
p(_)_ _ _(_ - _o)0- ----
A Pr0p_gat_on in -z direction and,i to .dmnrber plano.
A 'U = Elee.tric _ie.l.dstrOngth.
A _.......=Magnet:Ic field :intensity
A ), = Its w,_.e_l_ngt'.h in fre.e sp!aee.o
0 Tr,_nsmTLs,qion.Medium-- Fcee.-space eh_r.a.c..teriZed by:
A _-...=Permeability
A. e = Dielectric.constant
O IA Ilomogeneous
A Isotr opi.c
A Linear medium
' O Absorber
A" Geometry: EWEC--like in .2 D aS shown
A Material.: ..Arbitrary metal
:i:. A- Surfaces: ..Smooth surfaces on AI and A2.
A Heights: -All .absorbers have. same L.
A- Temperature: In thermal equilibrium
i!', Models To -Be Studied were.,defined as:
,a.,n * __:. . -, , _ _ ,,,- _ _ ....
- Model I Absarber Metal Dimensional Range
Na.. I To. Investigate.
< L/Xo.< 20.
2 I o = Oa, i.e. lossy metal <.D/_ ° < i0
+ Jb infinitesmal
3 -- _ = 0a a,
4- (l" Model (I) 0 < g/_o-< i0
5 I Model. (2). Ditto-
6 Model (5) Ditto, .except now
becomes metaL with o
with _- field irradi-a ....
ating its smooth metal. .-
surface.
Pure,....iossless,homogeneous_ isotropie ..........................................................
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Ana]zt:l_c___ql..,Lj_ot!l.,,:t For _,.'lch-.iilodt'l .f:l rid:
1. S[)atl,ri], dt,<-Itr:l.bu.t:l.on ot_ ;_lur'l:,,ll:!t7 cti.i_l"Oill:,_ oi1 _.']r,ltiOlil:,'-_ A1 all<l A7 .
Illcludm Islc:lll c_,fl_iJ6t,, i"
'?L. IL/nlel:Ol:--o,.l_.absol:b6i= ].Oi_lgih l.l.l_7_dil'ocl:.:l.on .......
3 , p,,lf...I.;ll dis.l;;l:ibutioi.ml7 ].: ;-ind it f:lo;lds bel_Weeri and :In v;lc:ll.'l:l.ty of
A1,.."!'2`t-A2 .
4. 'l_lieconversion efficiency = -.tbsorpt:ivity-_ II= PLIPo, -
r. Account for a].] plower, li%c]uding any_,ref].(cted out of the ab_lorbei:,_. ..i
5 ..........Wlie-th_:-there.,is an optimuiiiL/D.a'atlo (el:L/XJD/x o) , or op_tinlum
g (or g/lo), or.optimum o (hence metal materia_l) _- a]] using G as
the prl;ncipal optimization parameter.
6. For n_odels No. 2 and No..3, inves.tigate-A I and A? attenuation ....losses/meter length in.z .directio.nas a furaiJ;ion'ofL..
7, For _nodel N_..6 show .that in.the limit as..L-_ 0 we have the clas-. :i
sical.case.of an EM field irradiating a lossy surface..
18_. Study phase relations of I L in each RL in iad.jacent trougl__,_
_. Briefly. ir[vestigate -- .if.possible --'what effects cross slicing I
i has, i.e..also slicing the.metal Surface in x direotion_ leaving
!. tetr_hed ra,.
I i0. What geometrical parameters principally a.ffect the center, receiving
Wavelength and the .bandwidth of the absorber?- This inves.tigation
i sho.uld,also examine Whether Such absnrbing structures ..arereceptive
at other ei_envalue wavelengths and. if so quantify the r.esulting
PL (X) spectral distributio_n, pa;'ticularly investigating whether.
the surface absorbs well at short X but is a .poor reradlator, at
longer X, i.e. whether this type surface inherently has useful
'greenhousing, effect, '
Justification Of Models
Here we lay out our rationale for the choices and ranges for the
above mode is.
O Incident Wave The linearly- polarized, coherent, monocliro-
matic,..unifor-m, plane wave-ar-rivlng froln one direct.ion is .
the classic case. in t.ime varying EM field probleins, lit Is
known to give deep ]nsiglits, qulck]y revealing what is _l-nd.................................
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I
J.Sn't important, it J.sM.sO known tO be the simplest
s_arting p6_nt.. Fl,ffllly,it co_responds exactly to th_
ca,_e_J.-a ]._s_r beam impinging on.aft _WEC absorben, a Drob-
]em of _ubstaftL_.al thdor_tlca], and pradtlcal imp6rta,%ee to
We are well aware of the fact that the-aboVe incident
wave does not accurately model the _un's radiation which !:_
thouglit to be randomly polarized, phASe o-ineolierent,sto--
_,. chastle in nature, and a {_ower spectral density considerabl_
_. different from a delta function, such analytical modelil%g
i of the sun's .radiation from the fields and waves viewpoint.iS a fundamental theoretical problem of both-scientific and
I engineering importance.. Mn. James Heaney, one oL.our
_i graduate students, has chosen_to investigate this research
I area for his Master's thesis.
I: _ Transmission Medium. That chosen .is for. free space,_ the classic ........
I ..............case Effects of air,. contaminantS, density _ariations,
. attenuation of the sun's radiation .through the .atmosphere,
il and _ther effects are secondary for this first order
_' modeling.
Absorber
Model Nos. 1-3 progress from the ideal toward real_
istic metals at IR and light wavelengths where a
is known-to- be, complex.
A Metal is believed the easiest case to_analyze,
drawing on known tools in microwaves, horns,
antennas, transmission lines, and related
appa_ratus.
_: Smooth Surface, metals-on AI and A2 are realistic for.
tetrahedra [30] and m0re-or-leSstonic [31] type
metal surfaces known to-have been fabricated to
date,
A Geometry That proposed is about the simplest enwi-.
Sioned which could give us a reasonable starting
point for the analysis.. We have earlier cited
why the 2 D case was chosen for it. Also the
geometry chosen appears about the simplest manu-
facturable. EWEC geot_etry should.lts technical
fea,_ibility be indicated from the later analysis.
A Length Lwas chosen to span the electrically short
_7 ........
to thC_ e].eetr:l.eal,ly long-range. ,(0 < L/X,° < 20)Insect antennm2 (wliich are die]._ctr.ie, however)
fall in this range.- Also Ctmlo'a [3].] sotar tli_u_--
mal absorber -- wliicliis metal and known to work
with 96-.perCent ab_orptiviLy _- falls in .tliiS
, Iinal].y,.range _" " tapered waveguldes, transmission
lines-, dielectric rod antennaS, and oiliermirA-o-
wave devices wliere a transition is _mde .from.0ne
median .to...a_otlierfa].],in this app_oxlmate rafige,
The problem of StatiStically varying.abso.rber
lengths, is recognized as a valid theoretical.prob _-
lem which, could be dealt with later,
A..Abso_ber Base Dimensions (.0-<D/X o < i0)
In human eye retinal cones D/X _s approximatelyo
4.. Also Callahan's data or__ins_c_tsensilla Show
they: all easily fall within thiS. range.
A Absorber _ (0 < g/Xo < i0)
Model. Nos. i-3 are the simplest cases.with_g - 0,
understanding the electrical .load terminals are-,
not. shorted. This is the .close spaced case.- One d
finds cloSe spaced arrays on insect antennae. ]
I
Mod_i Nos. 4 and 5 would permit investigating ..... I
the effects of deploying the absorbers in periodic-
array-like fashion by increasing g. These two iI
models would also aSsume a 'perfect ground plane!" 1
between AI and A2 penetrated by fictitious connect _
ing wires_to RL (which is no__!tirradiated). I
!
Model 6 replaces the perfect ground with a --- ]
ground plane having a conductivity the same as..
absorbers A1 and A2,. _lus the.bulk resistance.of
the metal.now becomes the 'load' in which.the
incident wave's power- dissipates..-- both .by virtue--..
of currents .induced in A1 an& A2 causing. Joule-
heating in the.metals and also-by currents directly
induced by the.incident wave-in the metal (J = o_-)
of the '_ ground plane, ' This model, in
. particular, should give us conSiderahle, new insight
into the natur_ of absorption of radiant wave
energy, by a metal Surface with periodic roughness..
- It would be extremely significant to Solar thermal--
absorption ,underStanding. and, in all probability,
would lead to-new 'selective surface' absorbers
based on wave techniques..
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Tlil.s, l:l_en, completes.the formal def:lnitJ.hn of tile EWEC metal:_
problem, The model l_asbe_ expll.ei_ly def.lz_edand-wi_h earO, col_,_].d_.r_
.[ng inpu_s_f.ro_ Natur.e and known surface absorption phenomena. We
helie_w_the later a:_alytical soltltlon of the metals problem w_[_.lbe
Ii of substantial theoretical interest througlmut the scientific_and
I
i engin_eering _communities and will, _In-all likelihood, later lead to
I practical de._ignable surfaces where elect_:omagnetic wave absorption
i
_' is desired.
I,
I,
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Chap t_.o1:' 7
TIIEORETICAL FMEC MODI_L -- DIELEC'['RICMISORBERS
In tli:LsChap. we prv,_ent tileproposed theoXe_ical mode], for tile
EWEC dielectric-_ase. The justification for dielectrics is in tliefir._t
part of Chap. 6 as is the modeling rationale. The strong similarity.
of the dielectric model tO if%at found on insect Spines as elucidated in
Chap. 5 will be evident, for. indeed the p,roposed theoretical model is ....................................
first at.tempt at .modeling Fig. 5-3 in a.tractible form.
The presentation structure follows that of the.Chap. 6 'metals'
case..
I
i Problem Formulation: EWEC Absorber -Dielectric Case
¢, --.
The Proposed Model is shown in Figs. 7-1 an& 2_ The incident wave,
With field in the x di=ection, propagates in the negaJ_iye z direction
int_-dielectric EWEC absorbers AI and A2 extending, to .-+_. A load
resisto=.of ._ ohms/meter (in y dir.) terminates each absor.ber as
shown.. In contrast.to the earlier metal case, a coupling p__obe to
extract the electrical energy is necessary _ith the dielectric case.
Assumptions To. Be Made are:
Incident Wave Same as for metals case. I
....Transmission Medium Same as for metals case.
Absorber I
Geometry: EWEC-Iike in 2 D as shown.
A Material: Dielectric with dielectric constant and
permeability shown, m
A Surfaces: Smooth surfaces inside and outside of
dielectric absorbing elements.- (No
c_rrugationS, no-Slots, no holes, no I
log ._pirals, etc. as found on some l
5o I
1
FIG. 7-] Isometric View of EWi_C-type Surface
Absorbers - _ D Dielectric Material
Case.
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HINCIDENT... _ . _'_
WAVE
pagation
't[TRANSr   SION : Po/mtr. length (in y dir.)MEDIUM -__ __. " " _1 and c.ver applicable._area.
Possibly truncated or rounded
Possib uniform
less, t, walls
, Instead of tapered,
(tapered preferred).
_ DIELECTRICABSORBERS L . "-"- OUTSIDE ( /'/'o
i'- /ABSORBER{ EA.-
/ INSlDE.._Eo
/_,] Per.feet Probe' SAME
_' r-: ____-L_____ 1
t \.x ,,
;:_ TRANSITIONING.. t IT ET a
_MPEDANCES /' / /(A few X) \v _
,/, a:: SURFACE
• K• ;."
l_;-.; #;i: MTL. -....
Z K,;-:'::.':
l" / .'::':'.":': {/U,LI :!'_:Absorbing
,' I::: ..... ELI ".'-.
l ....._'-":" Material
:'..'.:..'...!:":-:-: ..... ;'3::
:X. /
.. o / a -_t 2
F- b g _rD=2b d .......... ;,
l r'- _ PL
FIG. 7-2 End View of Proposed Model for-Die:lectric .
ENEC_.type Surface Absorber .....2 D (,as,
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trisect antennae). .
k lteigllts: All absorb(-_l:s have same ..L.
A Temp_.ral:ure: In tl_erlnal equilibrium
Q Im_m31aancees
A Upper Tube: Is-an impedance m&tching Section between-
dielectric absorber above and the tapered..
absorbing load below it.
A Outer Cone: The taper, ov.er a few X, transitions.
downward propagating wave. into a dissi-
pative load, ¢L211L2. It's intr.insiC .
impedance is chosen_to completely.
absorb, any downward propaga£ing wave
in aTllT .
A Inner Cone: Its CLI_LI, chosen such that waves ..........
passing the probe-are completely
absorbed, The taper over a few X
aids the gradual..transition and
absorption.
Cpup ling Probe !
A Function: Is a, 'perfect probe,' i.e. [t-_aptures
all EM waves-focussed on it.
k Geometry: No variation in--y direction. Since we !
4
are..assuming it is 'p.erfect,' its detailed_, i
geometry is not presently important.
A Output: An electrical current. The probe;s
output is via_an assumed, lossless i
transmission line to RL. !
• Load ..... I
A Lumped: Equivalea_t of RL/meter (in y.dir.) and
purely resistive.
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........................l I ) 1...................1 ..1 ........'.....I ) i .i ! ,
Models To Be, Studied w,,re def:[nL.d .1,_:
; Model Absorbc,r Ia
No. Mater_al_ Mat,_rh'l_ 1] . 'I'oInvl.,stir;_i_ ,.,
9 Model 7 0 "" ;lib"< ].0
lO _ ----_,°=_' ('"_sY>+-lYllto<_ ,,.,.,/_,o <._,
,i _-_oo• ,_, fl .
12 Model 8 Perfect Meta]. _ 0 <: g/X ° " i0
! 13 l o = °a ( )+-
r
T
i' 14 O_a + :_a. _l . .......
Pur_% lossless, homogeneous, isotropie.
+Especially sub-cases of: (i) Realistic metals and (2) case where-______
surface is intrinsically matched (377 ohms/square).
Analytical Goals For each model find:
I! 1. Spatial distribution of _- and It fields in and around absorber
elements and in _icinity of probe. Limit study to domin,_nt or
most likely mode propagating with J:east attenuation losses/meter
(in z dir.). Thought to be HEll mode.
2,. IL/meter.. (in z dir.)
3. The conversion efficiency ; absorptivity = rl -- PI/Po' Account for
all power, including any reflected out of the ab._orbers.
4. Whether there are optimum ranges for:
L/), "_ _ for-ma_, absorptivity and conversion.D/X° _''_- Determines optimum absorber geometry
a/b ,7_ De)_erm_nes wall thickness and losses."_
Determine whether It ks really neededhT/X _-
o and if so what size range is best.
c and U-'_ For all rife]ccitt(' materf;_ls,
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o _ DetOrnd.nes mogt dc_trah].O, nur.fae__
' 5. For Model Non. 8, 12,_.l'_, 1.4, investigate attenuation lo._s_/_r
lengtl_ in z direction as a function of I., (or L/Xo).
6, For Mode]- 7- Show that when L/X -> O, D/X -_ ,, ,. hT/X o finite,
a O . O , .... _ .
a/b -_ 0_ hP/ao + - _ -then the analytical re.suits reduce to
classical case of a Wave Implnging on a iOssless die].ectric.
7. For Model 8.show that when L/X° + _ and When a/b + 1.0 and
e-= e and _. = lJ_ then the analytical results approaches tile
n T J
cylindrical tLu_e_case.analyzed ..byKiely [46,...Chhap_ LV_]._
8. For Model 7, .under appropr.iate conditions to.be found or inferred,
i! show that when a/b + 0,. the absorber approaches the dielectr.ic rod.[:'
case. analyzed by Kiely [.4_,Ch. lll] et.al.. May have to assume
_ hT ....islarge and that_ _:A = _T and. _A_-- _T to-show it, .
9____For Model,8, show that. when the dielectric material is-very lossy,
I'
the.composite. EWEC surface approaches a perfect absorber insofa_ as
the incoming wave is. concerned. I May have to choose material such
,' that nA = 377 ohms/square.
i
_ i 10. Study phase relations, of. I L in each RL under each absorber. Arethey all.in phase regardless of what g %$?
11. What geometrical parameters principglly affect the center, receiving
wavelength atut_handwidth along the lines sugges.ted for_ the earlier ....
metals case .....
Justification of Models
Here we lay out our rationale for the choices and ranges for the
above models,
Incident Wave Same considerations as for the metal case.
Transmiss.ion Medium Ditta.
lit will he a poor converter to electric power in R_ under these i
L ;
conditions, however. This case corresponds roughly to the anechoid
surfaces, manufacture./_hy Emerson&_Cummings [81] and analyzed by i
Cherepanov [28]. !
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_. Absorber !
A-_Models Pro sress from simplast losslesS case (Model
73 to tllumost complex (Model 14).wltI_ lossy di-
electric, spines and a surface metal with comp!_:x
conductivity W.itlladJaceflt absorbers similarly
arrayed.
A Dielectrics .Callahan's 1967. insect work [21].clearly
shows insec_ spines are dielectric With dielectric. __
cOnstant in the 2,5-3,0 range and_that su¢lia
dielectric constant about matches that of various
waxes found_on insect Sensillae surfaces and. that.
Kiely's experimental work [46] .on dielectric
antennas was based, on similar dielectrics, His.
later extensive research cited in Chap. 5-and_6
collectively supports ,.the dielectric idea.
A Smooth Surfaces appear, to be the.only senSible
tractible case to choose at this time. I
A Geometry Essentially that suggested from th_ insec.t ¢
sensillae, Chap. 5._ We cited.in_J_hap. 6 why the
2 .D case was chosen ...........
A. Le__th L Same. considerations as f_r the metals _ase.
A Base DimenSion (0 < D/% < 6).
Same considerations as ion the metals case..
A Hollow vs Solid Precisely what material is inside
the insect's spine is not known. Air was chosen
as the simples.t,starting point. If it is later.
found another dielectric constant.material is
inside instead, it is believed the.analysis of the
simpler air case- Chosen could be relatively easiiy_
modified.
A _/Truncatio____n/_of the spine ends are
found on insects, bat the straight sharp pointed
one chosen is the most common on insects. Also
Kiely [46, p 29] indicates.that MoKinney had earlier .
found curving a solid dielectric waveguide near ........
the end markedly increases the attenuation for
small radius of__curvature .............
An extreme-example oL rounding occurs is the
corneaL nipples of insect eyeS. The chosen
theoretical model, Fig._7-2, covers this case too,
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l_f we let a >. o a,nd L ,_ n.ipplc, radlu_ =..h ....
A A.bsor.!tpj- .S_pj_tL!:n.l_(0 _ _../_ < 1.0).O
M'ld_].s 7 arm 8 are simplest cane where g = _l,
'Jili'Is e.orres.ponds to thu c..lose-packed--idea _ommon
in Nat:ufo's wave al_r_m:ke.rs,
Models 9-14 would permit,systematlc invest:L-
gation, of deploying the absorbers in array-like
fashion as found on inset.is by increasing g.._ _qley _
also cover_-the g_-omld plane cases from, perfect
to lossy, '_hese models are set up so as. to cove=.
all the theoretical cases likely to.be of a_y
later design Impqrtance.
The Probe Tileneed.,for a p_robe of some kind to coup%e the
EM energy-out is obvious in light of. [;hap..5 geometry f.ound ]
on.insects. It .is assumed 'perfect,' a part of which implies
it. is lossless. Its details are not essential to know at t
this pqint to..make analyt.ical,@_ogress. 1
Transitioninl[.Impedances- The rationale, for these choices was
essentially covered under• 'Assumptions,' above, except for _
the.fact that _here are. fewer transitioning Sections• chosen
for the ,Fig. 7--2model thailexists on..insect spines,
Fig. 5-3.--This choice was.made in the hopes of simp%ifying _
the analysis; but. it sho_lld,not he forgotten that Nature's
structures have more transitioning sections than we have
chosen for this first model.
This_completes the formal definition of the EWEC dielectrics prob-
lem. The madel .has been defined with care and. along the general lines
as was the EWEC metal problem of Chap. 6. It is clear, however, that i
the dielectric problem is substantially_more technically complex than i!
the metals problem. We believe the later analytical-solution of the i
dielectric problem-- in addition to advanciI1g EW.EC research, expeclaILy
solar--e_ectric.conversion possibilities v&a such _EC structures -, will
also have substantial spin-offs to entomologists and others interested
in Insect control,
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Chaptel: 8
EF]_ICiENCY COMPARISON METAL VS _ ' '
-- DII,I,ECT.RIC ABSORBEI_S
Rationale -CliaptOrs 6 and 7 e×pliaitly, daflned -- but not sol.v_[ -- th,__
two principal _heoretica& mod_:Js of-m_ost relevance to EWEC absorber
research, (j_).the metal case and (2) the dielectric case.. If the 7.and
field expressions for these, two major cases-were known for_all sNace
in and near-.the modelS, then application of classical field methods
would show the-theoretical losses for each, _ermitting_a.clt.ar choice
of-best material, type.-to be made. All future EWEC research would then
res.t on that choice, l_lus the lowest, loss material would,result in the
highest conversionefficiency _o%ar-electric absorber. Pat the.analyt-
ical difficulties _n..obtaining such Solutions, while we believe not
insa'._nountable, are indeed formidable, and such results are not presently
available. _
in.this Chap. we briefly inquire inao an. alternate approach aime&
at._ljL estimating tI_ losses -- hence,, conversion efficiency _ ---for.
the two cases, fully _recognizing the ne_ed for later verification.and
refinement of these early estimates. Our.approach here is based on
very _ models, which do not exactly fit thqse set up in Chaps. 6..and
7.. NevertheleSs they can give us .some loose, guides -for making early
rough estimates of probable .n for absorbers to be used on EWEC solar-
electric converters..
The desirability of achieving high _ is .welJ_recognized in any -
solar-electrlc direct radiant converter and need not be argued,
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I
Loss C,_mp.&rinon,_; .]in Varloua Guld:hA$ ' ,_.tlZ.uq_t:_ut-cs
DiD_m_enic.o, a l_o.[]_Labo1:atoties £l.b_r ol',t-lcs 8n_:[.neo.r, in a mo._-
sign:ifleant paper' [3:_],auceinct'ly-aoi_par.o,_losses in sevanal types o{
electrlcal wave guldin_ ;_tructtWes of practical importan¢_ |[e fihowed
the £• ---
l%_isted Pair Wires have a 5 db/F_ lo:-_s-at10 KHZ_-
A Coaxial Line of 0.375 in. dlamcter.ham,_a loss of 5 db/Km,
al abo_. i0 MhZ.
IiI
A_Millimeter Waveguide of. 2 in, die, has a loss of about
i db/Km at about i00 GhZ,
A__nnOptical Fiber, of best present art mat er.iai, has a-
loss of only abp_ut 2 db/Km in the solar spectral
_ range, i _[i
He argues, as Ramon and Whinner.y have long. ago shown [6].], that " I
the first ,hLee of these have frequency dependent losses (.theygenerally- ...... I
increase with frequency -- i.e....shorter wavelength -- for operation well
above the-cut-off .frequency). Such guided structures require, equali-zation
_ whereas the loss in a fiber optic medium is low and is independent of
the baseband frequency. He-alSo states that gigahertz bandwidths are
possible w/th singlemode fiber otpics.
Los___se__s_s.l_n_Fiber _ Di Domenico summarizes the dramatic p_ogreSs
recently made in reducing losses in optical fibers, from 20 db/Km
achieved in 1970 by Corning GlaSs Works to 2_db/Km-achiev.ed in the
summer. of 1974 by Bell Lahs__using a fused-Sillca-core fiber. The £.iber
iCommunicatlons engineers creating ne_ fibeD optic communication
systems-naturally are interested in kilometer lengths. Such light
pipes are billions of light wavelength_ long. In.considering Such
materials for possihle use in EWEC solar-elect=It absorberS, note
that oar interest is only in rods_lO _ long.
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mat0rla].s wlilch al_uar ._o_'tattra_tlve are |ii_1_ sil_ca or horosi.1Ivn
gla_es. Tl_e_o glasses can he doped _._ contro.l _he ref_etgw_-Jndc_-,¢_
W_:a_ep1_odRcein Fig. 8-] Di Domen:i_o's q_r_[ncip,_].-lo,_smlrve.. "The_
graph shows the wavelength - depeild,m'.¢of tl_e].os,-_-measln'_:dc_n n
120Ll.meter_tion of fliu].timodefiber made hy the'.Corning Class Works
and a 723m_eter section .of a multin%ode fiber made by Bell Lab,q.. Note.
that.the loss meaches values of 4 and-2-db/Kfi,ac 0.85pro _nd ].06pro.
respectively. _e low loss window between 0.8 and 0.85pro matches tl_e
output wavelength from GaAs lasers doped with AI. The large absorption
band centered at 0.95pro is due to the_presence of OH. ions in the ,glass."-
1O0 ............. _ ........... ".I
5O
CORNINGFIBERJII
. BTLFIBER l_
20- "'... i/
10 \\
" . ", \K... J'.:
5-- '_ V "%'.. _ • ._
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FIG..8-1 Di Domenico's [33] Measur.ed-LosS Curve for
State-of-tlze=Art Fiber 0tp___ic8....
6O
We bOltev.e D:I Dofl_efi[_o'.S.-rOnnl.t:a on l.oas mOasul._enlent,'; ill fiber
o_tto_ glas.qe.s potont_ally significant for. I_qI,X: Sol.ar.-el.eetr:lc Cou-
vCrter,q because: - -
• T.Ii_ dielectric materials aro probably close to tlie best--
I known in tha-prc,_ent dynamic fiber optics technology, _
. tl_ugh We have not.c_refully researched this field l.n
this shor.t-grant,I
if: • The fiber optic materials a_:eof-glass which .is known to
be .one of. tha most durable materials when subjected
to solar_ radiation, as such llib_rs would be-.if assembled
into EWEC solar-electric conver.ters.-Glasses would .seem.
to be. of particular interest, as I_WEC dielectric absorberS,
especially in view-of Callahan's SEM micrograp!is of
insect senSilla, most o,fwhich show the spines rlmde of
a transparent material.
• Di .Domenico's data are based on actual measurement_ and not
? calculations.. -
i • His data are approximately in the wavelength range of_I
most imterest_for any..EWEC solar-electric converter,
I i_e.. - 0.3Bin - l.l_m.
If • The data are based on small (.about 100_m O. D.) circular
dross-section dielectric rod_.__s.Circular geometry
dielectric rods roughly, in this size range -- or .
preferably smaller -- "aremost relevant to EWEC
solar-electric.-ab.sorbers. The losses in thin _alled i
tubes probably needed for the best E_WEC absorbers. ,
would be even less than those for a solid rod. 1
We found, it interesting to take Di Domenico's lowest loss case, !
at about ibm, translate this to a.section only 10 X long .(to corre-
pond with about.the longest spine one finds on insects), and theN.
calculate the conversion efficiency of such an EWEC "antenna,."
considering tile-10 % rod as one _lement. .The results showed a loss
of.2_2 x 10-8.db for the i0 I section which corresponds.to an EWEC
absorber--efficienCy of q = 0.999999995. This estimated absorber
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, effie.icn_v_would..he 'ol_imlstic.' We _h_n.repea_ed _he c._]e_d,at:io11at
i
0.951_m wL_ere th_ ]¢_ss is hi_!q._t, reSult_Ing in a calculated 'pes_:Imi,_[i_'_'"
absorber 9fficiency of_0.9999999194.
i Losses At Microwave-Frequencies For DieleCtric Antennas Kie]y [46 [_79]
iil '
slu_ws that for a die/ectric rod waveguide (polystyrene with dielectric_ ...........
!
Ii 2.5) of 0.46 I in thecons tailt HEll mode at-micrO-.
! wave._frequency _he attenuation is about 0_i db/wa.velength. The same
!i
i0 _ .spine estimate-of the previous paragraph would thus translate
_ to a 1.0 db loss or an absorber efficiency of about 79 percent. Kie_y
I
concludes that "even for dielectric rod aerials several wavelengths .....
long the attenuation is small provided the loss tangent of the dielectric
is of thg-order of 10-3".
Mueller [57], reportlng on the WW II work done mn dielec_r_Icv
antennas.at Bell LabS, also briefly investigated-their/_gses at micro-
wave frequencies. Measurements were made near 3001]MI_Z on 6 I tapered
dielectric antenna rods of rectangular cross section (i/4_ x i/2_) for
several_different materials /_a_vlngpower factors of: styramie 0.0005,
Hard rubber .003, and acetate butyrate 0,020. The relative responses
are reproduced in Fig. 8-2. Thus at micr.owave,frequencies Mu_ller!s
data clearly show that high loss dielectric materials reSult_t_l less . I
relative output, from a polyrod antenna,, as would be expeqted, _The i
width of the beam at half power points appears negligibly affe_ted_by !
iUnfortunately, Kiely's explanation is less than clear on wha_._.!twave- I
w
length. He seems to imply waveleng.ths in the 10 CM. range.
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FIG. 8-2 Measured Ef.fect of Dielectric Loss-o.n
Polyrod Performance. Mueller [5711
absorher losses for these-measurements. Mueller° concludes that mate-
rials having power .factors .less tlian 0.001 ar_esatisfactory for polyrod
antennas---- exactly the same figure Kiely found,.
The validity of. extrapolating these microwave results to the
optical range may. be .open.to qu_sLion, but Mueller's results_suggest.
I_ to us that,,as one would expects_materials- chosen for the dielectr±c.
i:
i,, sp.ines in EWEC should be .low loss materials-(loss tangents less than
i! '
i 0.001) in the solar al,d that could the absor.berrange
one expect
conversion efficiency to fall off if lossy dielectrics were chosei_,
.... The latter case then tends toward a solar-thermal converter
where, in the llmit, all the--incident wave. power would be dissipated
in the loss_ dielectric 'spines exactl_ a_ in microwav.e-anechoic
material. .This case would also-be similar to various rough surface
organic coatings used on solar thermal absorbers, as such coatings
are probably lossy dielectrics.
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_Lp__S>.COmparison: Dielectric_.odJ_ _-_9"-._C.9_ax__:.[a_A1 C bl es McKlnnf_'y[511, -11i
one_oll the_early sl.gnlfleant paparS on dielectric waveguJdes mid
radia/alns, made measurements at fld.crowave frdquencies -- apparent].y at
about 3..2 CM. way@length_-- of attenuation in rods made of lucite
(tan _.= .01) and textoliae (tan _ = .001) for v._rious modes. He
normalized hi_ results, comparing the measL_red attenuation in_the
dielectric rods .With that mfa coaxial cable• He then compared these ....
measured values with earlier__ratical predic.tions, by Wagener who did
some .of the. earliest work on. dielectric arLtennas, We reproduce.
McKinney.'s results here in Figs. 8-3 and.8-4. _:
''¢"/a a a
L, 0 i
"- Att4mutlon ta
_lt 6 ,' ,1_% MIt4111_l _dtet_4, _ Ca,_Io
FIG. 8-3 The Dependence of._ttenuation in &
Dielectric Rod on_the Diameter, d, ]
of-the Rod. Solid Curves are -.- i
Theoretical Values [51] I
McKinnery's results Suggest .to us that, to a first approximation,
the guide mode is not extremely critica],_.all the attenuation curves
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FIG. 8-4 The Dependenc_ of Attenuation, _, in a Dielectric --
Rod on the Diameter, d, of the Rod Solid Curves
_ are Theoretical Values_51].
falling in the same approximate range, i
I_ More important is the matter of the diameter of the dielectric rod..
His curves suggest, when applied to EWEC absorber elements, that it is
desirable to structure the absorber rods so. that their d/% ° < about
0.4 if losses are to be minimized. Again, one can easily'relate this
finding back to Chap. 5 wher_ one finds most insect spines structur#d
long and slender.
McKinney's data in Figs. 8-3 and 8-4 fu_them suggest that-lf the.
rod diameter is-of the order of i % or larger_ then the losses in the---
rod are large and may equa_ or exceed .those one would have in a coaxial
cable (metal_operating at that Wavelength. It is not hard for us to
s_e, after examining SEM photographs of the microstructure of known good
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..........I !I......r I I I
u,_:edby NASA, -- Peak_ [60] --, that the 1
,_O ],,¢_r-Eh _l?m;ll
o_ganle paint .coa_:ings (l.osay d.l_.trlc_-) Lend toWard-lxill:_ or mounds
I: Iut[h dJ.ame_rs of the order.of the wavelength of tlla incident r:_dl:_gJ.on, .........
:l
wt_ich facet, appe¢_,_, to nicely fi._ MeKinney's curves_,
!'_ Finally, 1)igures 8-3. and 8-4 imply....t:tie_impg.rt:ant resul.t that. di-
i; electric guide, structures for solar-electric .converters can be niorc i_
!
I efficient than metallic gUide-structures. (coax) if the diameter is
ii' properly .choSen, in relation to the incident waveleng_tl_. _or_EWEC 1
I
_'. so.far-electric absorbers his resul_S Suggest. going toward small diam-.
_i: !!
eters, to achieve higher conwersion-effici_ncy_ a result again obser.v-
'_, able in Nature on the insect spines but not pr_eviously recognized_by
i:
i'
_! us as of impor.tance in minimizing absorber' losses -- or conversely._.
ii. maximizing converter efficiency.
I_ In Summary_ our knowledge at this early point in EWEC theoretical ..
research in regard re_whether metal or dielectric materials are best
for EWEC converters is o£ a preliminary and most incomplete kind.. Much
more research needs to be done in this importan_ area. Nevertheless, ,
in Spite of the many unknowns, the evidence accumulated to date suggest
to us these very -tenuous conclusions:-
Metals or ..highly lossy dielectrics --perhaps on a metallic
surfac_-- appear best for solar-thermal EWEC absorbers ...........................
!
DielectriCs of low loss materials appear best for solar-
electric h_WEC absorbers and that:
Fiber optic glass should be a.principal material
candidate, Our very rough calculations- indi-
cate that in the solar range i0 k long absorbers--
could, have an-efficiency-in the 99 plus percent
range. If one considers that Ordinary 1,/8'"
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thi*'.kwindowpane gla,_s ha'-;,q..transmlssivlty
• I
of about. 90% (!li:_l_ljl.light wav.o...lengthslong), ......
such estl.ma ted hi.gll absorber, affi<'ienci.e:-;
for', EWEC do no_ seem unrea:_otlable,. Other
l,o,,uloss. dielectric matcl.la].sslmuld- also
be explored in far more depth.-than has bean
j ,:;sib].e._in_tiilsshort gr__aant.
Tile spine diameter should be sfaali in relation to nile
wavele,agtli.(about 0.4 or. less), being received to
" minimize losses or maximize conversion_e_ficienCy.
I _ All the.available loss •data on dielectric antennas are
i for..solid rods wherea_ insect sensillae suggest
: the _pines be ho!low.and taperecl, further suggesting[
i the attenuation losses will be eVen.less than
estimated here.for a solid rod .....
'. As Chap. 9 indicates,_it is also ideally necessary for the ERKC
absorbers to be tuned to the mean .incident wavelength and to have.at
least .the Same bandwidth as the incident spectnum.
P.utting both the materials considerations of this 61_ap. and tbe
bandwidth limitations of Chap. 9 together, it now.appears that a-
conservative estimate of EWEC solar-electric absorber efficiency of
about 90.percent.could be achieved by suitable design and material
choices; but a more rigorous analysis may modify this figure somewhat.
I
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BANDWIDTH A " " ' '-- llil,ORl,l ICAL I_IMITAT].ON ON
I EWF.C ABSORBERS
9-i The General Prokxlem Defined
_o important theoretical, cases.were seen:
0 Case I_._Eind the fundamental relationship.s between the
irradiating ppwer.spectrum at. the converter and the
bandwidth.of .tileEWEC converter for a single absorber
element.. In particular, the effect of. the converter
bandwidth on the converter_efficiency, is desired, .
0 Case II Since multiple length EWEC elements are also
anticipated in practical converters,l.-.arough appraisal
_, of the effects of these on.maximum efficiency should be
_ known a&ong with whether this is the right direc_tion to
proceed..
!,,
i Both cases are of theoretical importance fo_ mierowaxe, laser___ ...........................
power conversion, and solar conversion (thermal and electric.), i
Only.rou__ order-of-magnitude models and analysis estimates__ere
felt nee<'_d at this early s.tage of the research. The analys,is is
similar _ that used in modern electrical communications system
; theory.
IAgain, we take our cue f_om Nature via _he morphology of insect
antennae Where multiple-lengt_absorbers each resonant at a
different wavelength are a fact.
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Th e _a (.:r o _ eoEle M_gde.l .-
FIG. 9_i First-order macrOscopic.model, far
Electromagnetic Wave Energy Conver_er
with_ length absorber elements.
Assumptions And Definitions
We assume:
i. Analysis Is Limited-to a converter, of the general EWEC type
with principal interest in it_.power conversion aspects..
2. Internal-Embodiment details and circuitry of the EWEC
converter are not needed at-this time fo_a first-order
analysis. The convertem is presently considered to be an-
array, of absorber elements without rect_iflers.- We consider-
the converter in a macroscopic sense as an*abo_rber of
electromagnetic wavegwhose useful output power, Po,.appeans
in _ ---'here considered _ lumped element.
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3. Converter Orientation is_porpOndlcul.ar to the dlrectfofl.of.
- the incident, propagating Wavo. The more complex case of _ .........................
other .arrival angl_/ta_:Is not cor_sidered in this early
' anal.ysts
t_.. _'he Incident .l_lect_____roinagn_etic Wave has:
a. A single wavelengtJ!, X ,_i.e. it is monoclironmtic.
b. Phase coherence, i.e. has a constant phase .w.r.t..
some re ference__foro any single X value.
c. P.lane Polarization., i.e. its electric field vectors_
_', is orientecL in a single direction at all times.
_liS. is tlleCase- for laser,and microwave power
transmission but is not the more complex case for
the sun_which, is randomly polarized.
d. A Characteristic Power Spectral J3ensity fanction,
T (_) watts/M2--micrometer. I (X) is_ defined as
the powen in the impinging wave per square meter _
of absorber, area for the wavelength interval between ........... i
X-and X + d_.micrometers. It is also technically I
known as. the irradianc_. I (_) permits handling I
the more complex case-beyond. (a) where.the incident-
wave" is the summation of independent waves-at
several wavelengths.
fbo
e. An Intensity of I watts/M 2 =I I(X)dX_-
O Jo
5. Focus is.on the.wave as it arrives at the EWEC converter, i.e.
we are not concerned here with how it.was launched,, the
antenna .pattern of its transmitter and hence its spatial
variation, its attenuation en route, and other unnecessary
details.
6. Converter Efficiency is defined as:
n = Po/PI
Note that thim definition implies a given incident power
spectral density via PI.
7. Converter Power Gain is defined as:
PL(X)
c el(_)
0 .......................... 1
i
where--P. (;_) = un.tform,.'whito' 1rradiatlol] power spectra.1.
densl.ty_ l)e.t_in_ng the converter powc_ gat.n charactcr_.°_t:Ic
in this way results in a convertO.r-gain cqmractertat.ie
determined Bo]ely by the convert__,r. "Conw:rt.er' power gal.n'
and 'converA:er effic.L_ncy' arc: not itect_ssarfIy e,qual ......
8.. Converter .gandwidtli, B, l.n de£ined a,_ the spc.,ctral range
(Micrometers) over which the EWEC coiwer_er yields a useful .
P Whefi irradiated.witli a wave -of uniforn_ ('white') powero
: spectral density, i.e. Pl(X) _ eonstant.- A mo_e r.[gid
definition, applicable to non-ideal converter gain
I clmra_teristiCs, would be baSed-on the half-power points
with.the bandwidth being tilerange (micrometers) beta,Jeen
these.
9. 'ilieImpulse Function,. _(_ - _.), is defined in the usual: way
-- l
as having infinite height, centered on _i' and an area of
1,0 under its curve,__--
i0. Superposi.tion of waves and powers is aSSumed valid throughout.
ANALY SIS
Further Assuml_tions The.absorber element length L is chosen so--
the conVerter's power response centers on the incident wavelength, Xl,
i.e. the absorber is tuned to ahe incident wavelength. The converter
bandwidth, j_ is finite and small compared to the c_ater waveleflgth,
i.e. B/X 1 << I. This case corresponds to an unmodulated microwave or
laser power beam irradiating an. EWEC power converter..
Is there a fundamental ceiling on the converter's efficiency for
this case ?
The relationships can easily be seen in_E.ig. 9-2.
The incident power P1 on. the EWEC converter is
PI = AIo = AI_ I(')dX = Af Ao (' - '1.)d'
P1 = AAo
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0 XI ),--.e-
.°
AoI ,o.oi,.o
fesp_lttO when irrodaaled
_'om () 'while' tiVoli'urn-..
PL(X) / ,,m_i,_eA.
0 i
0 _l X ''_
1.0 r--'T--] Idealizedconverter
J i I,/_"'g°Jn'P(-L(_J.)
Gjx)
B.
O
FIG. 9-2 Incident power spectral density I(%), PL(X),
and idealized converter power.gain G (X) for
I C
the. simplest case of.axl centered on XI.
t
The load power spectral density is, in general, i
(I) eL(h) = A Gc.(X)l(X) i
The maximum totaL_power..the load can have for the given irradiating
I(%), assuming all the-incident power ,is _bsorbed in the converter is: .......
• xl. _ B/2
=f PL(X)HX--Ar A 6(X - _l)dXPo - BI2 o
p --_
o o
Thus. the maximun_ converter efficiency when irradiated with.tlie
a_4,numed I(),) monochromatic wart, ts
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r 1 --I.....I .......................I.........]
P A_
(-2) _ .-.. o o--- = ......... IO0%
1'1._ AA°
..... l.'he llltixliiitllR e.flTt.cietley would be 100 p_rcent as l.onj_ :IS I:llt_ con--
_. verier paq,qbnnd 'covers' Xi. If It does not:, the cffiei0ncy would be
zero,
i
i We concl.ude for thiq Simpl.e.....clase that there. :i.s no-exterrta.I., limt-_.
t:ttimi prevefiting EWEC cmwerters from approaching lOOZ _fficienoy.
The limitations are enlirely within the converter and determizied by
the _loSses tlle_ein, as expected.
[i 9-2.1 SUB-CASE A ....
Now assume the incident radiation p_ower density .is widened to
equal the converter bandwidth, _iis case .fits that o-fa modulated
power laser or microWaVe source irradiating....._anEWEC converter centered ........
on.l I. ....IS there a ceiling on the .converter efficiency n for this case?
The situation is shown in Fig. 9-3. _e incident power is
I: xi +-B/2 !
P1 = AIo IX(X)dX = A dX = AA B
- B/2 o o1
The maximum total pQ_.r...is
_ _i + B/2
o o o el...., B/2 0.
P = AA, B.
O • O
Thus the maximum converter efficiency wheni_zadlated with the
given I(%) is, as expec.ted.................
B AAB
O O(3) u ........ 10o%
I!.1 AAoB
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I
i
A.. ......... ----I-'-- I(X)• Incidentradiation
I / _._JmmQtlonof
iI _ fnonochrom(_lio,i _e_enden,,coher_,,
I(X) l polorlz._.,_,o e.o_e_
I
I
I
!, O Xt" X_ Xt+ X'-_
i
: I_.... 1 /Idealized converler ,.
' i _ power galn
I: .,,_c(x) I
!e I
--_ I _--.B,
I
0 ,, I
,_ O. k I k---_
FIG. 9-3 Incident power spectral-densiLj and .
!, converter power gain ,_hen both have,
i' identical bandwldths B and are
l ' centered on %1"
I Again there is no external limitation on achieving 100% converter
efficiency.
9-2.2 SUB-CASE B
Now assume the incident radiation power spe___ral.density is
fur.ther widened so that its bandwidth:, Bi, always exceeds the con _
verter bandwidth B.
Is there a ceiling on q for this case?
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The Sltu_tion i,q _ha_i in Fig, 9-4,
1,0 I ' .Idealized co{werter ,.
I
Gc(X_ s .-.m, II
i: I
i I
t,. o. x,--£ X, x,.+_.._.g_-->,-m-
I
I
I FIG. 9-4 Case where tl,econveroter bandwidth is
narrower than the incident power,: spectral density.
r
The incident power is
XI -t. Bi/2
= = A, I(_)dX = A, A dX....
PI Al° Jo_%1 - Bi/2 o
AAoB i
The maximum load power is.
p = pL(%)dX_ = Gc(;,,)i(k)dh =.. A dX
o o o .- %_ - B/2 o
it. .....................................
P = AAB
0 o
And the maximum converter efficiency is
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P hA g.
o o 13(4) -_q = = ..... ** --- < 1.002
P1 .AAi,B_. - Bi -
The a.qsu,np_ion is that t_ho mon-v_'liar liassband lles within the
incident .radiation p assb;ind, ..If it _ ]i(_s ¢_u_s.tde tl_o-i_actdent pass-
band the .efficiency..becomes zero.. Obv:l.ously we _would not want__o
i design _t_e converter for the ].at_er case. If the: eonverter..pa_sband
lies parcly....within and pa.r..tly outside the incident spectrum,._i.e, it
is improd_erly_tuned, the converter efficiency will be eorrespm_dlngly
reduced. This trivial case is not treated here, as one would nnt
intentionally design such a.System.
The Conclusion for .this sub-.case is that for a fixed i.ncident
radiation bandwidth, Bi, the maximum converter efficiency is .directly
proportional to the.converter bandwidth B until it equ.a].sthe incident
radiation bandwidth._ _lereafter the efficiency stays co_nstant at a
maxlmmn value of 1.0.
We summarize the results of the Case I anal.ysis tp.P_:;._9-5
The result has important implications for EWEC research i,Imicro-
wave, infrared,, and solar spectra], raLges. It clearly says that,
ideally, the converter bandwidth must 'match' or exceed that of the i
incident radiation if conversion efficiencies apprqaching I_00% are
sought. T_ere appears to-be no particular theoretical advantage,
howeve.'.:,in having the converter bandwidth ap.preciably exceed _Bi.
Finally the absorber must be tuned to the sam___e_principalwavelength
as..the irradiating electromagnetic wave -- a xesult not commonly
1
appreciated,
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FIG. 9-5 Plot of maximum converter
efficiency as a..function of
i'. bandwidth ratio
i B Converter Bandwidth
Bi Incident Radiation Bandwidth
9-2.3 SUB-CASE C
Now assume we have an incident radiation spectrum of Fig. 9-6.
This important case is a rough piecewise linear generalized approxi-
mation for the sun's power sp_ectral density..
kqlat is _max for the EWEC converter as a_funCtion of converter
bandwidth ?
The-incident power is
AJ_ LA 1 _ _4_ 1P1 = Alo = i(_)d_ = A[ o(_3 - _2)_+ Ao.!_4.1._3) + _ Ao(_ 5 ,O.
_4 _5 %2 _3
= ?_ [- '+' + ]
o .......2 2
(5) Pi = AAo_i
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...... i _ i ..........I
I(x) O,SAo ......
0 x2 x_.x__J..3xs x4 - x4*xs h,.._, xe •2 "2"
I,0 ...... I
I
I
Gc(X) B,,--_, I _I
10 '
0 x'_" x, x,+"_" x --_.,
7: FIG. 9-6 A generalized piecewise linear .approximation
of the sun's power spectral density
i'. irradiating an EWEC converter with bandwidth li
t_. B centered on AI. 1
i Eq. (5) suggests that the sun's assumed Irradiance curve in I
_ Fig. 9-6 is roughly equivalent to that shown _n Fig. 9-7. Both curves
I:
I have a bandwidth
14 + _2 +
(6) Bi = ( 2 xS) - ( 2 x3)
The equivalent I(%) is cenlered on the mean wavelength, _m'
of the original power spectral density curv_e_eor
(7) x 1m = _ (%2.. + h3.+ _'4 )"
With the recognition of the equivalence idea, this case reduces
to-Sub-Case B above where it was shown desirable to have B > Bi for
maximum converter efficiency. The converter passband should be tuned
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FIG. 9-7 Power spectral density curve roughly
equivalent to the more Complex one .....
for the Sun in Fig. 9-6.
to 11 --I .
[ The result is that the curve of _max for. this Sub-case is the _
same as Fig. 9-5- It is all the clearer now_ however,._that to achieve
the-highest theoretical converter efficiency for solar,electric or
solar thermal .conversion, ideally_(1) the EWEC converter bandwidth
must equal that of the sun's equivalent power specltral density cur_e
for the irradiation arriving at the converter, and (2) that the_
converter's overall power gain curve-should be centered on the mean
solar spectral wavelength, Im'l •Since the sun's spectrum at the earth's
surface is roughly from 0.3 to I.I micrometers [65] the EWEC converter
should be centered appro×llmately at:
l = 0.7 micrometers ._
ro-
B = 0.8 micrometers
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The,_e figures rept'eseflta fractional, bandw_dtli B/X of ].,],4.for the: ]III• '......
conVerter .......Wheeler suc.h a fractional bandw:Ldtli can, _n lab..t:, bo ..
achieved with EWEC conVerter e]ellle-atsof a sing_]#-length rema:In:_to _
ll, be determlned by. subsequent research .......If_..itcan,, then, there appear_
i no fundamental externa].._eason _hy converter efficiencies ap.l_roachin_g
k
": IXIO%_cannot be built. Naturally r,ealis.tic efficiencies_will be less
because of internal absorber and rectification,_losses..
9-3 CASE II ANALYSIS
The .Problem
Sub-,ease C above indicat.ed,the need for lar&e.fractional band-
widths of the EWEC converter when operated as. an efficient scclar-
: electric converter. In the event such fractional bandwidths .are not
i: subsequently'achievable with converter elements of a _ length,.
it is instructive to investigate the theoretical possibility of using
multiple length absorber elements, l__e first obvious step is
consideration of tw___oolengths of absorber elements,
What n could he expected for this configuration?
max
The model to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 9-8
A sum I
i. L20 > LIO, hence implies converter elements in area Alfl cente_ ..
on a shorter__spe_ctral wavelength than. those, in area A20. I
2. Each.Area has a passbandwidth, BI0 and B20 , associated with it.. i
Obviously this mean_ the fractional bandwidths for each area _,
won't be the same.
3. No Overla_inn _ of passhands for the two areas.
4.. Each Element passband is centered somewhere wi.thin tI_eincident
irradiation band,
5. The TwO Len t__ of absorber elements occupy arbitrary frac-
tional parts of the total absorber area... The possibility of
8O
r ........, ! I -L I 7i¸ i i __ ,
interspersing, the two lengths of elements-is a].qo,recognized
based on o_selTv_,t._cn,_ of _nsect.antennad .... ]_l.ls more compl.e×.
case.has, too fimny unknowns to concer_n us in thi._ early aualy-
sis, however, What advantages interspersing as l.n zlature 1
other tllat_ a meatis of itlcreasing...balidwictth may have arc,-not
kn0wi_..at thJ._ time.
_. 6_ ]:lie Incident :q3ectrum (-sun) :1.._3approx_matnd as _n sub-case C,,
Fig, 9-7.
The Macroscopic Model. .........
EwEc _%o,_,,>,,,.
i ,'° ,-./" r'°'''''
' "-
i)_xx I
%x\.._:9 /
'
It __ I _ I_.ef Av = Total Areo
_o_! ..._o,O.°_ _, =A,o.A,o
,-, _. " ef_
FIG. 9_8 First-order macroscopic model for
Electromagnetic Wave Energy Converter
with two leugths of absorber elements
dispersed over the total area.
llnsect antennae again! It is interesting to observe that the success- -
ful aolar-thermal EWEC--IIke absorber created by Cumo, et al [31] of
IBM had .this same idea with L20 40-60_m and LIO of lOpm average.. They
call the arrangement "a dense forest" with."underbrush." They also
observe "This. double dendrite structure.maybe responsible for the
very large wavelength range of absorpt.ion." (0.5_40pm). No-
theoretical explanation was advanced, however.
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The_an&lys.ts procedure is generally slml].a_, t!o that .af Caem i,
Tl_e. incident power is.
PI = ATAB1 = (A10 + A20)AoBi
To find the output power we use Fig, 9-9 .......................
l
A ,r l
_ a
ii l(X) _e, j)
i O..a , ! :
I.O ---r---,.... "--_,, ij --_ { _- 8zO, I
i Gc(X) ' '
i: BIO @ I 4-- I,
I II
0 _X{ ' "0 ,o ^zo X _"
.'m,_O--_S'O MO-+_ 1. i
2
FIG. 9-9 (Upper) Rough eu__q___yalent of the sUn's. !
power spectral density (fromsub-case
C) ,-- (Lower.) Assumed.power -gain for i
the two element EWEC converter,, l_ne
I(X) in the upper sketch simultaneously
irradiates both converter areas !•
The maximum converter output power from area AIO is
_ (J,)
P°iO = AIO "o'CPL10 (t)dt --.AIo o"f Cc10 (t)I(,L)d) ....
_2
L
h__. i J 1 , , .... -1
r __-_ ! I ........:::_>:,=I ........:_ ,I,....... ,
X,lO+  'io2
- AIO f A d AoBI0 o = A10 81,0
XIO ......2
Similarly the ma×im_u coiwerter output, from area A20 is
t P =a20 aoB2o
i' °2o
i The total array.output power, i_.,simply that from the two areas or
= p. + P = AIoAoBI0 + A20AoB20Po ......Ol0 020 ,
= Ao(AIoBIo + A20B20 )
The maximum converter efficiency when irradiated with the assumed
sun's equivalent I(%) is
Po Ao (AIoBI0 + A20B20)
Pl .Ao (Al0 + A20)_i
.A10 . .A20. B20
(8) c-_---,)Bl°" -- + t_---)i "_'--i -
, Eq. (8) is quite general and is the result sought. Note that it
reduces to Eq. (4) if either Alo or A20 = 0, as expected since, the
absrobers are then all of a single length.
If we now assume_lO = A20,' i.e. each .occupies one-half the total
converter area, then Eq. (8) shql_s
n = 0.5 _-_+ 0.5
B2.__O.0
Bi
If we fur_ther.invoke assumption (3) above while simu]taneously
i requiring that both bandwidths be equal and BIO + B20__L, then
!
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i
' iL i 1 L ¸
Ii= 0.5 x 0.5 + 0.5 x 0.5
It is immediately.clear that--the reason the.-convcrten's _ff:l('.:[ency
is no higlier is-becaus0.each area is absorbing, at most (when_ it has
B =.Bi/2),. only hal.f the.input power spectra], density bec'au:_o_)f the.
assumed bandWidth limitation of each length absorber element, If
larger fractional bandwidthS can, in fa¢.__,,be achieved for each absorber
area,, then converter efficiency, will theoretically increase proportlon _
ally. Overlapping of absorber passbands _would also appear to increase
the corLVergion efficiency. Oh_uiously this possihility as well_aS the
optim_um location of _i0 and E20.f°r the actual sun's spectr,an should ..............
be theoretically examined in subsequent research along with determining
the maximum fractional bandwidths.aehievable for-operable absorbers.
Then the whole more complex proposition of incoherent and randomly
polarized e- field irradiation should also .be theoretically researched.
'lhe Result, is that Eq. (8) defines the basic_theoretical maximum
_ EWEC converter efficiency under the stated assumptions. If large
absorber fractional bandwidths are not achievable with a sin___K_e-
length absorber cone or pyramid design, then the alternative is two
lengths of absorber elenlents each with a smaller but probably achievable
bandwidth.
iThree or more lengths are also obviously possible but appear less
desirable from both converter effLe,tency and later manufacturing
standpolnts.
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].t. Is furthp-r clear tliat w:lrh...sorn¢_ over]applng of ab,,;c_rhnl: .....
i paasl_and._ the ma×inmm efficiency could ¢_×ceed 50%, reaching 1.00Z _f--i
each.e.lement's.balidwidth 'matches' _hAt of the equlval__nLsun, But .....
tl_en the. case uould liave nie.r_d, to be .dentic_.l to the P___.K_q.1.ong_h
absorber case treated earlier!
It is al_o clear, that wlietlmr one u_es a sing!_e.._ength absorber
element (preferred if the required fractional bandwidth is aChievable)
or two lengths the maximum _heoretical EWEC conversion efficiency
appears so much higher than that of the conventional silicon solar
cells 15 percent efficiency as to make it.wOrth striving for.
Finally, we recognize this early crude theoretical analysis
could be refined later to include non-idealized passbands, overlapping
and other detailed effects.
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Chapter ].0
DISCU,_SION OF RESEARCII RE,_ULTS
insects And. EJ.ectromaj_et_Ic_'_ye_. 'l'hl.,_-;re.qearch l.etus-_.culm1lat_,
study, sun'imarize,and coherently orgauize a-large body• of exJ,_tlng.
scientific reSearcJ_ knowledge on insect navigatlo.n and communlc:.Ir_on
means via electromagnetic waves., Additionally, we found it essantlaJ
to extend present scientific knowledge to the detailed eJectro-optics_
and probable operation of a single, insect dielectric.antenna spine by
advancing an hypothesis for explaining its operation. It appears to fit
presently known facts in both entomology and electromagnetics. It is
clear that understanding the single spine well is the foundation on . ,
which later more quantiltative theoretical research can safel_, be built.
This imp_ntant .theoretical work has, in a broad_,Sense, only begun..
The understanding therefrom will benefit both entomologists and their
concern for electrical control of insects as welL.as E_4EC technology.
Unfortunately, tl_e grant period Was too short to ge:t the summary .of this
work published as originally planned. Instead it Was incarporated
herein (_hap. 5), We are hopeful of publishing it. later.
The structural similarities.of the marvelous antennae found on
insects (Chap. 5) and the. type absorbers proposed for man-made EWEC
absorbers (Chap_ 2)are now so strong and so thoroughly documented
(Chap. 4 and elsewhere) that we no longer have even the slightest doubts
about the general valldity of the-__EC concept as being a worthy-
direction for solar advanced research to pursue. ]qlew_:Ll-known
philosophy of 'learning from Nature' appears -- once again --
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,, vind:ieated and in om:. ,Judgment is _o.×cap.tt.onnl]y pfiri'.Ino.nt..to EWEC.
_, research.. It lolids more+tlian rhetorics.1 crO.de/lce to the..not-ion tliat-
'I'_]e Inseqts may.point us .out of .the_energy crisis" If we correet].y
interpret the operation of .their antennae a_d.agp_r_ssiv.ely fol.low-up
' the indicated .I_EC .r_arch .......
i But we,ar_ell aware of..the limitatlons of thi_ analogleal think-
F
i. ing between Nature'_ structures and man'made EWEC converters.. TI_ere is
L
i a point beyond which Nature_Ls analogies cannot be pressed except in .
I.
a very general way. One of these lies in .the large Surface areas
inherent to man-made EWEC, solar converters. Such converters would
ii involve many billions of .spines whereas considerably smaller numbers
are to be foun_on insects because of their small size and the fact
their antennae, appear primarily designed as signal conver.ters instead
of p_q__rrconverters as EWEC research, seeks. ,There.is also the
limitation: of the rectification means .uSed in nature in the insect
antennae to_get the.electrical Signal into the insect.'s nerve, While
our present know/edge of the details of the biological cQnvert-er used
1
in Nature are considerably less than satisfactany, it is evident- that
it is most probably optimized for best signal-to-noise ratio, as Van
Der Ziel.'s [75] early work indicates, and not for maximum power
conversion efficiency as would be necessary for .the reetlf].cation
means on man-made EWEC power, converterS.
i
iWe-have hypothesized that rectification may be a.result of long
chain moleculeS forming the ultimate in cat's whisker.,point contacts, i
We briefly expl.ored this notion, but it _us too early to include it
herein.
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Some.-wll].undoul)t_d].yargue that! _lm Inslgl_t:_achloved InlO. I
[[]:%0¢'t :ll%lt_lIi]/iopor,g|.tOl.l dur].Tlg the' COLW,qO 0|! thl,_ res¢-,arc,h .g_ant arc,,
once expta:Ll_ed (Chat. 5), lm_her _bvioua _l t.ho,_o ski ] led t.l_ o.l_,cl ro-
m;lgneti c:_i, Such c.rl.l: lcs..use thc_ wol 1-1¢noian w_ sdol_ of 20-20..lili'ldsl ght
and 1%I1 to real.l.ze, hoth. thc_ di.ffic!u]t'y of.or:Lgtnal .ro,,4oarah ,qlld Lh;I-L
i'
praetitlont_r:_ t, _ e]a2a.:troilia.glletfc8 .l.argcLly lmve )3_).L..l'lel'euofoi-0 heml ...........................
i
i d:ispose_cI t;o expl.ore illS(._('.t.Zllltellnilt.: ally 11101"(7.'l :hall cntomo]ob, l._t8 -._ :[ia
i the Illa.[i_, othc_r than Cal.].alian-- have been disposed to explore elt, ctro_ q
magnetics. Nor have sol.ar engineers,-- in the maln -- heretofore-.seen
either .field as relevant to what they are attempting to achieve[
All these initial insights are indicative of the interdisciplinary
nature inherent to Such advanCed energy research.
The Metal And Dielectric l_leoretical Models were explicitly formulated,
for the first time, in this research (Chaps. 6 and 7). A careful study
>*
! cf Figs. 6-1, 6-2, 7-1, and 7-2 reveals large a_eas of i_erent common =
hess -- not heretofore apprecia_-ed _- between radiant-thermal and
[_. radiant-electric absorbers of the general I'_EC type. We now See these
as sub-cas_s of tilelarger physics field of wave-surface interactions
(Chap. 4) where the morphology of the surface is deliberately designed
to achieve a specific result, e.g. solar-thermal absorption. A part of i
this n_w insight lies in recognizing the notion that solar_tliermal 1
and solar-electric absorbers are theoretically linked and are part of ]
a_coa_tinLmm of'Wave-surface interactions on rough surfaces. 1
It appears this grant's research is but the first step towar_ a
I
fu.ller more domplete theoret._cal understanding of.such wave-surfac,e
I
I
! 1 'k-- JL
absOIr?t_On Lnteracr,:Icms. We l_e.]:[eve it could ]_md.eventu,q,l]y to:
matm-:l.al at_d surface mm-phol.ogy, thus 'tuning'. _he sur-
face to the _lcid¢3_lt.spc:etrui_,
Q ll..[_!ml.1 hbs_oJ:_tivALv./l_2)_.O_83.v_i..tX surfaces foa: metals by
lzresel.aeti_g the sp*n_ lengths corro.cl:l.y in tel;eLf.on
to the wavekm_g¢lis eo be ahsm:bed while simultanectusl.y
nlinimizing the antel_na's ability to reradiate at much
longer wavelengths,
Practical. Diulectric Absorber Element_ for liigh efficiency
i solar-_1.ectric conversion, ..
i
It had been our initial hope to rigorously analyze tllese models
l'
sl:arting_..from Maxwel;k's equations; but such a venture proved mucli too
ambitious for the short 6 month grant, period, Instead we opted for
performing a careful definition of the expl$cit technical problems
which are now kncL_n (Chaps, 6 and 7) for the first time, tfope_ully, the
orderly analysis can now proceed in follow_-on research, It is recog-
nized the analysis is a formidable theoret±cal ur_dertaking..
Th__e_:Rou__Efficiency Comparisons made in Chap. 8 were mos_._r.auaaling --
even if they are only approximate estimates. The comparison showed,
for the first time, we believe, a _s_mi.-plausible theoretical basis for ............................
why metals I are probably best for radiant thermal-converters -- a fact
long known to solar thermal engineers, but not well understood -- where-
as dielectrics appear more promising for absorbers to be used for later
radiant-electric _urposes. It is now clear,, however, -- thanks..to the
early work done by Bell Labs on dielectric antennas at microwave
iThe success of guomo [31], el- al at IBM wlth EWEC-Iike mctallic
surfaces is a case in _oint.
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Ifreqi!_ncios -- that for the ]attar _urpQse the dielectric material.
must be selected with dare to l%aVe a minimum loss tangent in the-wave _ I
length ra_ig_ b_ing received If conve..!)n effidlency, n, Is to be I
maximized.
Zt appearS, baSed on ahese rough estlm_tes --which must be --
verified by later more q_;antitative theoretical 'field_' approaches --
that EWEC dieleCtriC absorbers ha_ing an efficiency of over 90 percent
(a conservative estimate i__the dielectric material is carefully _hosen)
could, in principle, be created for the solar wavelength range. _i
!!
The-/_ighexpeCted efficiencyof EWEC dielectric absorbems, coupled
I with _he|utgh efficiencies theoretically attainable when the absorber
! bandwidth equals_or exceeds that.of the radiant spectrum (Chap. 9_
stronglx suggestS that the dielectric absorbers are not a fundamental!
limLtation to eventually creating a successful high efficiency solar-
electric converter even though, we do not yet know the detailed desigrb
equations for making EWEC structures to preScribed specifications.
The principal limitation to the EWEC inventlon.may well be the ....
=ectification means--a subject which we recognized some years ago
but was beyond the scope of this shont grant, jioweVer, Javan [43],
Gustafson_[3j[], Van Der_Ziel_[75]_ and others have done early research
in this direction. Additional. reSearch on the general problem of ho_
to rectify_the electrical output of the EWEC dielectric spines is
clearly needed.
The Research Goals In summarz, at this point in time we have strong
indications from this research that for an_EWEC Solar-electrlc
0 ...................
- conMert_r;
O Material -- Shoul8 T,robably be low los_
dieiectric.o-
Geome£rj[ -- Tapered hollow Conic in the range
of about 6 _ long.
Losses -- Not g_eater than 10. percent of
the irradiation if the absorber_
material iS chosen for minimum
loss in the solar range.
Center Freq. -- - Predlction awaits later analysis._
.........................It is very clear, howaver, £o
us that the abSorber length _
must be tuned to the mean
wavelength of the irradiating
Spectrum.
Q Bandwidth -- A theoretical firSt-order model
• has been formulatedand analyzed _
(Chap. 9), giving considerable
new insights.
Beamwidth -- No advancement m__in_this area..
Q ArraiSpacings -- The theoretical-modelsproposed
(Chaps. 6 and 7_ encompass all
the cases likely ta be of any
later practical importance from ....
close, packed to wide-spaced
perlodic structureS.
Though not analytically yet solved, .
the explicit problem definition i
of Chap. 7 iS a substantial step
achieved which had not been done -
heretofore.
Conversion Efficiency -- Conservative estimates are 90 pert
cent for dielectric absorber
structuresalone if it is chosen
so it Is tuned to the Irradiating
spectrum and also has a matching
bandwidth. If a fractional band-
width of only 0..5can be achleved,
then the absorber efficiency would ]
1
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decrease to the 45-50 percent.
range -- still mucli-above tlie 15
perc_.nt of_"the silicon solar cOll_ i
_le los._es in the rectification !
means would decrease these figures
an unknown amount,
i Clearly the research goals, outlined in Chap. 3 wer_e qnlz about
i! 70-80-per_ent aehievad__the grant period being too short and only
i
ap_El_t-time.work involved by all personnel. Nevertheless, overall, we
believ_ it fair to say this short.austere grant has made it possible_toi
i substantially strengthen the .scientific basis for the EWKC concept,
il
i and this was the principal general goal; but much more theoretical re- _
search_yet remains to be done._before the EWEC concept is understood to
the point specific radiant-electric hardware can_be designed and_huil_t
that will. in fact work in the solar wavelength range.
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Cllapter ii
CONCLUSION& ....
Based on the evidence ac_c1_mulated_during this short prelinlinary
theoretical research we conclude that:
i. The Impo_tance of Direct Conversion Advanced Research for
both radiant-thermal and radiant-eiectria cases appears
established in light of the_Nation's larger energy
problems (Chap. i).
A market potential_in the.range of billions of
dollars is seen for a successful low cost solar-electric
Converter _- a considerable incentive in addition t_
the greatbeneficial relief from exhausting our fossil
fuels which Such a Converter would tend _rd.
2. The Electromagnetic Wave Energy C0nverter Concept is clearly
another major new research option-- in addition -to
Conventional solar Cells.--open to those in the research
community who continue to believe high efficiency direct
conversion to electricity ca___n_neventuallybe achieved
withouL resorting to thermal cycles and their limitations.
3. The Scientific Basis _on the EWEC conceptis now on a substa_-
tially firmer basis than when this research gran_ began.
4. The Potential Advantages of EWEC envisioned in Cha_. 2
• appear reinforced in that:
A Absorber Efficiency_of about 50 percent-or more
appears easily theoretically possible under
the-assumptions made ....
_ Function Separation Capabj.lity, i.e. the ab_ilit_
to separate.absorption means from rectification
meanS inherent to the EWEC concept, appears
continued valid. This research onl_prelimi-
narily examined the absorption problem, however,
and little attempt was made to explore rectifi-
cation.
A Power Spectrum Matchin_ Ca__ of EWEC is ....
greatly reinforced both from the inSect-researc!'
(Chap. 5) and_from theo_e_tical considerations
(Chap. 9). _....
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A---The Otl%er AdVantages were no_ explored in this ..................... I
research_
5_ Understanding Insect Absorbers of _lectromagnetlc waves _n_
tIie.Infrared wavelength rang_, esEeclally'of single poly-
tubular dielectric-spines, point toward sensible directions
for futur_engineering research on EWEC _onVerters. _is.
large-body of scientiflc knowledge, am it bears on EWEC
research, was brought together, documented, and coherently
,.. organized for the first _Ime (Chap. 5):. -
6. Radiant-Thermal and Radiant-Electric _bsorbers are now _een
as both related theoretically and sub-parts of the larger
physics £iel_ Of electromagnetic wave-surfaceinteraction_.
This field was. Summarized and coherently organized for
the first time (_hap, 4)to our knowledge. Substantial
mathematical_physlcs prior work has been dane in this
field; bu_such theoreticalwork largely has. not been
i directed toward the utilitarian ends sought in EWEC
I research, i.e. the .creation of better-man-made solar-thermal and solar-eleCtric converters .......
!!i 7. _Technical Models have now been formulated (ChapS.______
i_ 6 and 7) for the-first time and thoroughly justified.
!_ The mathematical boundary value problems they pose have
I;' not, however been _olved. These impor.tant models define
the technical heart of the EWEC concept for the two
important cases of metallic_and dielectric, materials ....
_le dielectric case appears to be the most technically
complex case.
8. Metals vs Dielectrics were examined roughly in Chap. 8. It
preliminarily appears that metalS are best for radiant_
thermal conversiOn whe=easdlelectrics appear more promising
for radiant-electri¢ converters. We further conclude that,
conser.vatively, EWEC dielectricabsorbers alone if made of.
low loss dielectric material, could have efficienciesln
excess o_ 90-perce_t in the solar spe[tral range.
9. The Bandwidth of EWEC absorbers is an important theoretical
constraint_ it being found desirable to have the absorber
both tuned to the incident spectrum as well as, ideally,
matching its bandwidth. Fractional bandwidths greater
thanO.5 are desirable..
This research indicateS__he preliminary technical feasibility _-
on a broad basis -- of the EWEC concept. No major technical flaw
94 l
turned up in the basic concept. To this encL th0se result,_ h,_Ve bee11 most
en¢ouraglng, _ending to verify oarlier eXpe_cta_Lionsfor the .invention.
_ It-is tOO early,_ however, in this reSearCh, to conclude that the
overall technical feasibility of the EWEC concept iS definitely proven,_
as many major theoretical aspects yet need tO be examined more care _
fully.
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Chapter 12 I
RECOMMENDATIONS-
I_ is _bundantlK_clear from.,thi._report that_substantJal mor_
': scientific_and engineering .research is needed on. EWI_Cbefore _its
I poten_ial,_advantagas can be realized.
I To continue ad_g tills important early EWEC research, we-
i recommend .that:..
I
i. An _0_ Research._ on EWE_ be initiated
Ii Without it progress will stop and a practical high
I_ efficiency low cost direct solar-electric conver_er --c.lassical s_ar ceils r- may •never be created.
i
2. The Research Thrusts be in the areas of: _ !
a.. Scientific Research Should continue_in the general area
; of the electro-optics of insect antennas .......
I Such work has been concretely shown to.yield benefits
extremely useful in both science and e_n_i_neering
areas.
Ta be most beneficial, such scientific_work should
occur in the general areas of:
Studying,.the insect antennae material
compositions, more closely as a check an.
the,hypotheseS advanced in..Chap. 5. .
A Exploring the coupling probes in more detail
than heretofore,
A--.Exploring the.rectification,means used in
Nature, i.e. how the spine's output is
converted to an electrical signal -- without,
semiconductors -- at the nerve output of
the sensilla. ".................
b. E.En_ineerin__Theoretical Analysis of'
'lhe 'metal.' and 'dielectriC' EWEC models
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,_xpl.tcitly fo_nu].ated and.justif_x_d .i.n
Once so] red, the anai_e_;is should.be
e×tended-to the 3-d.t_e_ional case as
_ well as-to stat_s.tically varying al_sorber
lengths, as these will be-of later
importance in practically fabricated EWEC
surfaces (solar_lermal) and converters
(solar-electric).
A The important problmn of the EWEC conVer_er
irradiated with_non-isotropic, stochastic
electromagnetic ,fields a_, the Sun emanates.
This reSearcll would permit EWEC modeling
to progress beyond.the present plane wave
classical ease toward more realistic solar
waves.,
e. A Microwave Experimental Program.be initiated aimed at
constructing and checking the general validity of
dielectric absorber arrays of._4EC type shown in
Fig..7-1 and_2-2. !
Such experimental work, if well planned and executed,
could profitably guide both. the future theoretical i
and materials research.. The-results in the microwave
range where.experimentation is tractible_could later
be scaled to the solar range.
d. Studying The Power Rectification,Problem for EWEC in a
creative preliminary way.
This earlywork would involve summarizing the prior
solid ,state Rhysics work in-depth and,probably
creatively exploring new means for rectifying in
the.0.3 - 1.5_m wavelength range. This work might
also involve extending some of. the long chai_ organic
molecule re_ctification_idea_ created-during the
present, grant (hut.not reported herein in-depth).
The eventual success-of an EWEC solar_eleetric
converter hinges on solving_the rectification problem
in a technically.e_ficient,_practical, manufacturable
way.
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!O. M_aterial__sR_esearcl_should be initiated on: [
A EWl_',C-likemo_al].ic _urfaceg. at solar
wavc].engths inte_ided for so]ar-tl_er_ai [
conv-er_ionuses.
TI%iSeffort-w(mld be experimental in na£ure.
It is too early to ini£iate-experimental
research on,_ieleetric Surface_ exte_t ,_t....
microwaves.
A Dielectric m_aterials.with the_aims of: _
i. Exploring whether a material technology
exists for making large area dielectric
spiny surfaces. If not, can it be
Created?, What favorable prior art
exis ts?
2. Exploring material and processing
problems likely to be encountered
in develop%ng a practical technology__ •
for fabricating EWEC absorber_,
assuming the theo;:etical analysis
recommended in 2.b continues to -
appear favorable.
It is clear that_the recommended advanced research is strongly
interdiSciplinaKy in nature and, if pursued, must be with this
philosophy.
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APPENDIX
R_Sear.'cI_ReSultS on Fir.e Ant Antenna
Pro×ilnal,section -Consists of one ]ong segment l,__ng_l_6801im,.dlameter
381ml,to 73 m; .,130sensilla armayed in an appa_rently .random manners.-
and.with no specific orientati0_, Mean Separation between sensilL_
.. 34_m; length Of sensilla 37._m to 105_m______
l Center section - Consis,tS of 7 segments -.length 410]_m and diameter
iiI . of 28 to 63_m; length of sensilla. 18 to 5B_m; array__d in a_zig-zag
i manner J\e"e _ _,od" ' mean separation _erween rows on each segment
i !,
_i; "
i , 48pm.lii
!_i Distal section - Consists of 2_Segments - length 480_m_ Densely
populated with sensilla - still being studied.
Conclusion--Since the center section functiens in trail following .,_
(narrow trail of scent laid by.worker ants), and possesses an array
=_ arrangement, the_2 _.criteria for dielectric waveguides was applied
to the Zig-zag sensilla .........
L
Max 58 _ Min 18 = 40_m = 40um____-=20_m2_
Experimental proof __
Trail following sce_nt from the fire..ant was @ut into the interferometer
source .cell and modulated__at 15 cps_ the vibration frequency of-the
fire ant antenna. A.sharp highh intensity maserlike_line emitted at
19,05_m. The intensity of-the line could_be increased by 20-fold by
irradiating it with a Sunlamp, According ,_.o.NASA SP-8005 there is
i 1.86 x 10-2 W-2_m -I spectral ir_adiance from the sun at 191Jm _..,at
a brlghtne_s temp. of 4675 T(K).
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Candle ckperiment [
The line 19_05 was noted as coming from a candle flame. AccordJn_y.
a candle was cut so that it was 1/4 inch.above tliefloor, Ants
released three feet from th_ candle went_directly to the candle and-
ran round and round the flame in the same manner_as moths fl_ to a
candle. W1_en a kerosene glass mantle was put over the flame so that__
tilevisible light passed, but the far IR was blocked, ants ignored
the flame. Since a candle is analOgoUs to the sun, this is further J
proof that the Bun can be tuned ,to by dielectric spines .... 1
Attraction. of Fire Ant to Candlelight (50_Ants)
| , i , , r--
time in see.
J,
Min. Max.
Candle alone . . 7 16_
Glass mantle over candle None None
iR Transmitting.plastic mantle 9 15
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